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Young ' Wild West Dividing the .Gold
OR, SETIUNG A CLAIM DISPUTE
By AN OLD 3 COUT

CHAPTER I.-In Weston Once More.

.

bore th~ name of Hop Wah, who was hired in the
capacity of a handy man by our friends, and his
After an absence of over four montlis Young b1·other was Wing Wah,. the cook. The idlers
Wild West and his friends returned to Weston, standing about had been. much ihterested, of
the once thriving mining camp in the Black Hills. course, for they were not in the habit of seeing
It was he1·e that the dashing young deadshot, who such a picturesque party ride into Weston. Athad made himself famous throughout the land, tired in fancy hunting and riding suits, Young
had ·struck it rich when he was but a boy of six- WjJd West and his companions certainly made a
teen. But Weston had almost faded out of
pleasing, not to say dashing appearance, and the
istence because the gold deposits there were soon two Chinamen, garbed in the habiliments of their
e:xhau~ted. However, Wild had made his pile, . nativ.e land, loomed up in striking contrast to the
and so had his two partners, Cheyenne Chal'lie r est. Wild was riding' his sorrel stallion Spitand Jim Dart. This enabled them to travel about fire, of course, while Arietta was mounted upon
the wildest parts of the region known as the her cream-white broncho, Snowflake. The rest
"Wild West" at the time of which we write, and were well mounted, for the best of horseflesh
their adventuri;s were many, while the good, as
that money could buy was not too good for any
well as the darmg deeds of the boy who had won of them.
the title of Champion Deadshot of the West have
"Well, Sam," our hero said, in his cool and
been so faithfully recorded that it is not necessary easy WliY, for he always called the old man byto state that this story is simply a continuance of his given name, since he had been admonished
them-related in story form. Nearly all the fato do so when he first became acquainted with·
miliar faces had disappeared when Wild, with his him, "how are things getting .on, anyhow? Rather
partners and the girls, followed at a short dis- dull around here, a s usual, I suppose?"
tance by the Clever Chinee and his brother, rode
"Ain't nothin' like it used to be, Wild,'' the old
up before the store and post -office and brought
answered, shaking his head and looking
their horses to a halt. But old Sam Murdock was man
rather grave. "You know that as soon as the
still there, doing what little business there was to
dust didn't pan out any more everybody took a
be done, and he promptly came out. Half a dozen
idlers stood about the front of the building, but notion to leave. Some went to Deadwood, but it
,n one or them appeared to recognize the young ain't as good there as it used t o be, so I've heard
tell. There's only been one real boom here in
deadshot and his companions.
Murdock did,
past six months, an' that struck in only last
though! Ht! let out a yell of genuine joy, and the
•
the next moment he was gripping Young Wild week."
"A boom struck in, eh?" and the young deadWest by both hands.
shot looked at him in surprise.
"Jump'in' catamounts !" he cried. "I was think"Yes, a couple of men drifted in here ragged
in' about yer only a few minutes ago. . An' here
yer are. This is jest too good for anything. . and almost starving, and after they had got a
Hello, little girl! You're puttier than ever, an' job an' worked around for a few days, they went
zou're beginnin' to look like a real young woman. to prospectin'. Everybodr around here laughed
at this, 'cause we all knowed putty well that there
Kiss your old granddad."
·
Th_e last was addressed to golden-haired Arietta wasn't anything to be found, since the ground
llurdock, the· sweetheart of Young Wild West, had been gone over so many times that it would be
and she promptly leaned from the back of her simply wastin' time to :find enough to make it pay.
horse and permitted her grandfather to give her , But it seems that they stru ck quite a pocket by
a hearty kiss of welcome. Then old man Mur- accident, an' now there's a big time about it."
dock greeted the rest of the members of the party
· ' 1A big time, eh?" a n d ·t he
young deadshot
in turn. Right here we may as well mention that lean ed a little closer as if h e f ea red he might not
t:be other two girls of the party were Anna,. the catch all t he old man said.
,rife of Cheyenne Charlie, and Eloise Gardner, Jim
" Yes, t here's quite a dispute about it. It aeema
Dart's ~eetheart. The clever Chinee referred to t hat a f eller what had the claim staked out a
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couple of years ago happened to come a long here a s lazy a s they're poor. I
Wild an' the rest
right after the two fellers found the pocket. He's go in the post-office, so I seen
won't bother 'em just
tryin' to make 'em give up the claim, but most now. Come on over to thean' I'll treat
of us allows that since he had left it, it didn't yer. If Brown won't stand Gazoo
I'll take the
belong to him any more. I'm mighty glad you money out o:f my own pocketforan'it, put
it in the
come along jest about now, 'cause things is git- drawe1·. Come on, Wing, you're welcome,
tin' putty warm. There's as many as a dozen though I know you ain't a s much of a drinkertoo,
as
men interested in the squabble, an' already there's your br other is."
·
been some little fightin' done, though no one ain't
"Me stay by um horses, so be, Misler Bill," the
been killed as 17et."
cook answered with a
of the head. "My
"That sounds putty good, boys," Wild said, blother allee samee likeeshake
gittee dlink. Me no likee
nodding to his two partners. "We were thinking gitte dlikn. He velly 5JPartee Chinee,
he say, but
that if we came up this way we would simply me no say somethling
· have, to .hang around until we got tired, and then me no gittee dlunk.". Maybe me _no smartee, but
strike out in search of something exciting. But
"Shutte uppee, my fool blother," Hop spoke up
according to what Sam says, there will be some- sharply. "Pletty s.oonee me
smackee you face."
thing going on here that may be worth while."
This caused the crowd
had been gathering
"That's wha t I like to hear, Wild!" Cheyenne all the time to br eak intowho
hearty laugh. S9me
Charlie exclaimed, a - grim smile showing on his . of them evidently thought ita would
be a good idea
tanned and weather-be aten face. "Weston used to have some fun with the two Celestials,
for they
to be one of the hottest little minin' camps that kept getting a little closer,
as Hop started
i.yas ever heard tell of. But that's gone. • Looks to go away with Bill, the bar and
tender of the Gazoo,
mighty dead now, blamed if it don't."
a husky fellow with a shaggy
beard, ran out
As the scout said this he slipped from the back and, seizing the Chinaman by red
the qu·eue, gave it
oi his horse and took a look at the surroundin gs. such a pull that he nearly lost his.
balance.
_
His dismountin g seemed to be the signal for the
"Hip hi! Whattee mattee?" Hop cried in
rest to do so, and in , less than a minute all were alarm.
standing upon the ground. Murdock invited them
"What's the ·matter, heathen.? · Don't you like
into his store, and leaving their horses standing to have your pigtail jer ked?
It sorter strikes me
at the front, they followed him inside, wit h the that you have come here to liven
things up a little.
exception of the two Chinam~n. By this time sev- The place is mighty dead. There
ain't no shooteral others joined those who had been standing in' goin' on, even over on the disputed
claim, so ·
about when the party rode up. Weston might we've got to have somethin' to make u s know
that
have had a population of sixty at this time, and we're alive."
for the most part they looked as if they were anything but prosperous . One man came running
Then he gave the queue
jerk. Bill was
excitedly toward the store, minus his hat, and about to interfere, but Hopanother
in ahead of him.
pushing aside the rest, he reached the two China- While he was nothing in the got
way of a fi ghter, he
men and exclaimed:
had watched Young Wild West and his partners
"Hello, Hop! Hello, Wing! Got .back, eh, once handle themselves upon various occasions,
and he
more?"
,
decided in the twinkling of an eye to land a punch
"Lat light, Misler Bill," Hop Wah answered, as upon his tormentor's face. Whether it
.he accepted the proffered band and gave it a · skill or merely good luck, the Celestial'!, was his
clenched
hearty shake. "You gottee plenty tanglefoot in fist struck the man with the red, shaggy
beard
you hotel?"
squarely upon the end of the nose, and with suffi"Plenty of it sich as it is, Hop," was the reply, cient force to drive him back a few steps.
with a shake of the head. "We ain't doin' the crimson stream poured from both nostrils A
inbusines we used to, you know, an' consequent ly stantly and ran down upon the. front
of the dirty
the boss has come down a little bit on the quality gray shirt he wore.
·
of his liquor."
"Hip hi I Me allee samee
likee Youn~
Bill was bartender at Brown's Gazoo, which Wild West, so be! · Me vellyfightee
smartee Chinee,
was the hotel of the mining camp. Formerly Hop shoutd, and then with remarkable
quickness
there had been others and a saloon Or two, but he reached under the loose-fittin
g CO!l,t he wore
they had gone out of existence, and Brown's and pulled out the long,_ old-fashion
e~ six' Gazoo stood alone now to commemor ate the good - shooter that he always carried. there.
While the
times when everybody was striking it rich in the _ weapon was not loaded with bullet!l, he
merely
Black Hills.
·
having colored fire in the chambers
it
"How Misler Blown, Bill?" Hop ask;ed, as he l~oked formidable enough, an~ when heinstead,
pointed it
tooked rather lengingly at the shanty structure, d1rectJy at tbe man ·he had given the bloody
nose,
which was not ~ore than ·fifty yards from the the crowd scattered instantly.
•
post-office.
.
"Sorter struck a hornet's nest, didn't yer, Wil"Oh, he's about the same. He's over there kins?" Bili, the bartender, called
out, a ring of
playin' cards with a couple of old-timers. That's sarcasm in his voice.
.
about all they do now, 'cause most of 'em has got
"Hey, there!" Wilkins called out, putting up
enou'gh money to last 'em as long as they live. his hands, "don't shoot, heathen. I
was only
They what was smart enough to save what they havin' a little fun with yer."
.
made here two or three years ago is all right now,
Hop smiled, and then shot a glance toward the
but them what spent it as fast as they made it low stoop of the store. When he saw Young
Wild
ain't in sich good shape. But," he added, looking West _and the rest of the party
standing there
around and shaking his head in a thoughtful way, watching what was taking place,
he grinned
there ain't many of the old ·gang left. They're broadly and then advanced a little closer
to the
most all new ones around here, an' they're about cowed ruffian.
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"You pullee my' ·p igeetail, so be,''. he said, af- no trouble, ··•cause l 'v.e heard tell that . you have
fecting anger. "Um empelor of China tellee me _ ,g ot a .:way of shootin' mighty quick -an' puttin'
if .um bad Melican man with led_whiskers pullee men out of the way when there ain't no cause
my pigeetail, me havee shootee him. You gittee doin' it. But Wilkins is a friend o.f mine, an'
down on you knees and say you players, so be. the Chinee .a in't igoin' to put an end to him jest
When me countee thlee you die."
'cause .he had his pigtail pulled a couple of times."
The Chinaman was master of the situation, and
"No fear. of the Chinaman killing the fellow,
no one knew it better tha:rt he. The fact that Mr. - - What is your name?"
Young Wild West and ·his partners were within a
"Me! My name? Why, I'm Dan Huffer, an'
few yards of the spot was quite enough to make I'm a man what's got an honest record, an' I'm
the joking Chinaman go the limit.
clean from top to bottom."
.
"Hey, there!" Wilkins, as he was called, shout"Mr. Huffer, you have got more nerve than any-_
ed, 't 1uning to the crowd, ~hich had divided into one I have met in a long time. Here you ar~ telltwo parties, one on either side of him. "You fel- ing me that you're clean from top to bottom, and
lers ain't goin' to see me shot bf a crazy heathen, the fact is that you're about the dirtiest specimen
are yer?" .
of humanity that I have run across in six months.
"He ain't gom' to shoot you," one of them an- · There's a horse-trough over in front of Brown's
swered. "He's only makin' a fool out of you. Git Gazoo. Just go over there and take a wash, and
down on your knees an' take your medicine. You be quick about it."
.
have been bullyin' everybody around here long
"I wasn't speakin' about the dirt what's on
enough. It's about time someone took some of me,'' Huffer answered, turning slightly pale. ·
the starch out of yer. It sorter looks to me as
"Oh, is that so?"
if you can't fight, anyhow, though I'll admit I've
"I was meanin' my record. There ain't no one
been afraid of you ever since you come here."
as kin say that I ever done a wrong thing."
At this another man who was about as villain"All' right, then. But you have got to take a
ous in appearance as Wilkins struck at the wash in that horse-trough just the same. A man
speaker and dealt him a blow upon the chest that who has a clean record ought to have a clean face
sent him staggering.
and hands. Now then, we may as well wake
"That's enough out of you," he cried savagely. things up a little in Weston just to make it ap"I'm a friend of Wilkins, if no one else ain't. If pear like old times. You start right for that
that Chinaman don't put away that big gun of his trough right away. If . you don't I am going to
inside of ten seconds, .I'll drop him as dead as a shoot the heels off your boots." ·
·
stone."
•
A shout went up' from the crowd, and many of
"Hold on, there, my friend!"
them laughed uproariously. Hop Wah tapped
The voice came from the stoop of the sture; and Wilkins on the head with the muzzle of his pistol
as the eyes of the man who had interfered turned and bade him arise and follow Dan Huffer.
that way, Young Wild West stepped down and
"You allee samee gottee takee washee, too, so
walked coolly toward him.
be," he said, smiling blandly. "Now len, hoolay ·
"I don't know you," the boy said, in his cool for Young Wild West! Hip hi!"
and easy way, as he walk~d directly up to him, reOld Sam Murdock and about half the men who
gardless of the fact that some of the men did not had assembled there joined the Chinaman in givshow an inclination to give him room · to pass. ing .a rousing che~.
"
,• "But I have the honor of having had this mining
camp named for me, and that makes me a whole
lot interested in i"t. As I haven't been here in
some little time, quite a few strangers have ·come
CHAPTER 11.-A Lively Time at Brown's
here to live. You are one of them, and so is the
Gazoo.
fellow who interfered with the Chinaman and
got the worst of it. Now then, you just made a
Dan Huffer cast another look around at the men
threat that you would kill the Chinaman as dead he had been bullying ever since he had been in
as a stone if he didn't put away his gun within Weston, no doubt expecting that some of them
ten seconds. If you really mean it, just make a might -come to his assistance. But none did. On
move to shoot him."
the other hand, the majority of them seemed to
"Hey, Wild!" old Sam Murdock exclaimed, as fully appreciate his position. No doubt the vilhe leaped from the stoop and ran up behind the lain was yery sorry that he had interfered with
boy, "that's the feller what left the claim-the the Chinaman when he was holding Wilkins at
one what the two prospectors struck i.t rich on, I the point of his pistol. But i-t-mattered little
mean."
whether he felt that way or not. He was up
"All right, Sam," the boy answered; without against it now, for the look in' the eyes of Young
taking his eyes from those of the man before him. Wild West was quite enough to convince him
"I'm glad to know that."
that the boy meant business.
"Who are you?" the fellow asked in~antly,
"Move!" the young deadshot called out comthough it could be seen that he was gradually los- mandingly. "I have a way of making such feling· his courage.
·
lows as you do as I tell them, even though I am
_..)
"My name is Young Wild West. You certainly nothing but a boy. I told you that you were
must have heard of me, if you have lived in Wes- going to take a wash in the trough over in front
ton very long.,"
of Brown's Gazoo. You are going to do that just
"Oh, yes, I've heard of yer. You're the Cham- as su.r e as anything, though I expect someone
pion Deadshot, ain't you?" ·
will have to wash out the trough after you have
"Something like that, I reckon, though I've done it, for certainly it wouldn't be well to put
never laid particular claim to it."
water in there even for horses to drink until such
"Huh! Well, all right. I don't want to make was done. Now then, I am S?oin_sr to tell YOU onm
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more to light out. You have got to run, too. .If at the bad man, who was still sousing his head_
you don't the chances are you won't have .any and face in the trough. ·
heels. to your boots by the time you get there."
· "Oh, that fellow happened to make a remark
Huffer became resigned t o his fate, and at once in front of the post-office that he was clean from
started slowly in the direction of the shanty hotel. top to bottom. I doubted it a ,whole lot, you see,
This did not suit our hero at all, and up went his and just advised him to take a wash."
·
hand, snowing one of his revolvers in it. Crack!
"He's a putty bad character, '\Vild," and Brown
A sharp r eport rang out, and the bad man gave lowered his voice as he SJ'.IPke the words, as if he
a leap into the air and then started to run.
feared the man might hear him.
"There goes a piece of leather from one of his .
''So I've heard. Ee -was going to shoot Hop,
boot-heels, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie called out too. That's what started it."
exultantly. "You have got it down jest as fine
"Oh, he was. eh? Hello, there comes Hop. But
as -yt>u ever had. Jest see what you kin do to the what in thunder is 'he doin'? Drivin' Wilkins
other one."
along at the point of a gun, eh? Maybe he's goin'
But Huffer was running too fast now for the to make him take a wash. too. I reckon it wouldn't
shot to he made with a r evoker, and not wishing hurt him any."
to make a miss -0f it, especially when he knew that · · "That's just what he'.s going to do, 13rown.
nearly all thmie present had never met him before, Sorry to dirty your trough, but I reckon it can
Wild coolly dropped the revolver back into the be cleaned out again."
holster and walked briskly after his victim.
"Oh, it won't hurt it any. Go ahead with your
Close behind him came Cheyenne. Charlie and Jim · game. I know blamed well you havla! got good
Dart, as well as old man Murdock, leaving the cause, or you wouldn't let anything like this hapgirls at the post-office. .Meanwhile, Hop was ~~
.
forcing Wilkins along, too, and he was being
Just then Huffer ceased his washing operations
hooted at by the crowd, who kept close to him. and looked around in a timid sort of way.
There was no doubt that of the two men an
"Are you clean yet?" Wild asked, stepping up
Huffe r -possessed mare courage. Certainly Wil- close to him.
kins was as meek as a whip ped cur, and he kept
"Let up on me, Young Wild West," came the
-pleading with the ·China~an to let him go as he reply. "You have made me look mighty •small
was hurried along. But he was simply wast;ing afore all the people here, an' I think that's
breath in doing this, for Hop was just as deter- enough."
.
mined to make him take a wash as Young Wild
"I think you'll look a lot smaller before long
West was to force the other bad man to make use if -you stay around here," was the reply. !!Now,
of the horse-trough. - The shouting and the shot then, put a little more water on your face to rinse
that had been fired brought the proprietor of the all the dirt from it."
Gazoo outside, and he was standing there with
There was a revolver in the hands of the boy as
a couJl'le of the old-timers who had been playing he - spoke, and there being no way out of it, the
cards with him. It was not until they got pretty bad man did ·a s directed. Up stepped Wilkins,
close that he recognized Wild and his partners. and without waitin.R' to be told what to do he
Then Brown began dancing wildly about and bur- started in -washin,R' himself 'Vigorously, making
rahing at the top of his voice.
the water splash all around him.
"If it ain't Wild, Charlie arr' Jim, I'm a livin'
"Hip hi!" exclaimed Hop Wah, dancing about
sinner," he yelled. ,"Somethin's up, too. Wild gle:-fully. "Allee samee washee, washee."
· • ..
has got Dan Huffer on the run. Now then, boys,
Then he suddenly pointed the old-fashioned
you're goin' to see some lively •times here, an' no pistol straight at the back of 4\vilkins and pulled
mistake. I wonder ·what the boy's up to, any- the trigger. Bang! , A Joud report sounded, ancl,
how?"
in an effort to leap out of the way the bad man
Just then Huffer reached the horse-trough, lead- fell sprawling into the water, the trough being
ing the crowd by at least a hundred fet, for he just about large enough to hold him. There was
had been doing some great running after Wild's not a man ·in the whole crowd who did not give
shot had struck the heel of his boot. He shot one vent to a roar of laughter at the funny scene, for
glance at Brown and the others on the stoop of funny it certainly was. Wilkins floundered about
the shanty hotel, and then looked around at the and rolled out upon the ground, landing in the
young deadshot, who was walking briskly slight~y dust and making himself much dirtier than he
in advance of the rest. .Then he threw off his was before he started to take a bath. Hop Wah
hat and made a dive for the horse-trough, which was ' quiet ~ual to the occasion, and putting
was so full it was running over. He dipped his ,away his pistol, he ran to an empty pail, which
hands into the water and began rubbing them was near the pump, and q~ickly filled it with
good and hard, and then he das~ed some of the water.
water in his face and began rubbmg that, probaThen just as Wilkins had risen to his feet and
bly as he had not done before in a long time.
was standing there tremblingly, he threw the wa"Dan Huffer is takin' a wash. What do you ter upon him. Half a dozen men ran to the
think of that?" Brown shouted, as he leaped from pump-handle, and the pail was quickly filled
the stoop and ran -to meet the dashing young again. But Wilkins had enough of it, and he
made a bolt for the rear of the hotel, getting
deadshot.
.
"Hello, Brown!" Wild said, in his cool and easy there without being pursued. Dan Huffer, on the
way, his face now wreathed with smiles, for he other hand, stood stock still whe:re he was, his.
had always known• him to be a fair and square face very pale, no doubt hoping that the washing
process was over. But Hop quickly turned a pail
man. "How are you getting along, anyhow?"
"Ain't got no kick comin', Wild. You're good of water upon him, and then the villain leaped
for sore eyes, blamed if you ain't. But what's over the trough and went in the direction hi•
gain~ on here, anyhow 7'' and he turned and looked pard had just taken. Bang, bang! The clever
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Chinee fired two shots dire:ct~ at him, but as has shot a glance about the. room. "Velly nicee day,
been said, there were no bullets in the chambers Misler Melican Man," H;op Wah said, as he strode
over to him and held out his hand invitingly.
of tne weapon, so no harm was done at all.
"The;re, boys,"· the young deadhsot said, turn- • "Want me to shake with you, heathen?" Wil.
ing and waving hiS' hand to the crowd. "I reckon kins asked, somewhat surprised.
"Yes, me likee you velly mu.c hee: Me velly
that will be about all. Sorry to create so much
excitement, though I don't know but what it has Solly you pullee my pigeetail."
livened up the place a bit. Seems rat}:ler dead
"You are, eh?" and Hop's· victim grinned in a
,
around here, anyhow." ·,
sickly manner. "I s'pose I oughter be. somewhat
- "It will 1>e all right now, boys, an' don't you sorry myself, 'cause that's what started the whole
forgit , it," old ·Sam Murdock said, sp,eaking loud thing goin'.. But I never dreamed of sich a thing
enough for e-veryone to hear- him. 'Young Wild as you bem' what they call Young Wild West's
West an' his pards has come to yv eston, an' you Clever Chinee. I didn't know Young Wild West
kin bet your life that there'll be plenty goin' on was in town. · If I h ad I sartinly wouldn't have
as long as they're here."
interfered with yer."
While he lmew the two villains would surely try · "You no see Misler Wild?" Hop asked, looking
to get square with him, Young Wild West did not at him as if he doubted him.
fear them in the least. He shook hands with the
"Oh, I seen him all right, but I didn't know
few he was acquainted with, ana then held quite who he was. I jest thougli_t it was some 'party of
a-. little conversation with Brown, after which he tourists whiff had rigged themselves up in what
left the crowd and, calling to Jim, went on back they call Western fashion, an' what took •a ride
to the post-office. Cheyenne Charlie and old man over to see . what Weston looked like."
Murdock lingered at the hotel, as did Hop Wah.
"You makee velly· muchee mistakee, Misler Mel- •
They had good reasons for doing this, since all ican Man."
in
something
taking
to
averse
not
were
them
of
· "My name is Wilkins." the way of strong drink now and then. pne of
. "Lat light. Me atlee samee forgittee. You
over-fol!dness
an
h~d
he
that
was
Hop's f ailings
have lillee dlink?"
for tanglefoot, as he called whisky, though 1t was
Wilkins hesitated. and then said:
seldom, indeed, that -he ever drank enough to lose
"My pard jest asked me in to have somethin'
as
and
packed,
soon
was
bar-room
his head. The
to d~nk."
Brown afterward remarked. it reminded him of
"Lat allee light. He velly nicee Melican man,
the good old times two or three years previous,
when everything was buzzing in old Weston. For too. He havee lillee dlink, too."
"I'll pay for it, heathen," Huffer spoke up.
half an hour things kept going pretty lively.
Brown's bartender was doing all he could to sup- "You're the blamedest Chinee I ever set eyes on.
ply the men with the drinks that were ordered, But," he added, shaking his head r eflectively, "I
for Cheyenne Charlie, Hop and old man Mur,dock s'pose there ain't nothin' strange about it, since
seemed. inclined to spend considerable money just you're Young Wild West's heathen. I've heard
then. Just about the time there came a lull in t~ll lots. about_him. Don't think you'!'e goin' to
the proceedings Dan Huffer walked into the bar- git 111e mto no game of draw poker, 'cause you
room, attired in a clean shi.rt, and wearing a hat can't. I've got a little money, but I ain't willin'
that seemed almost new. He even had a flaming to chuck it away in that fashion."
"Lat allee light, Misler Huffer. Maybe you
red tie at his throat. and his face. and hands ap- ·
wantee chuckee dice."
·
peared to be perfectly clean.
"Is Young Wild West here?" he asked, looking
"No, I don't. • I've heard tell about them trick
around the room sharply.
dice you carry with yer, so you can't fool me that
"No, he ain't; Huffer," ' the scout answered way. You jest take a drink now, an' let it go at
quickly. "But I reckon I'm here to represent that."
.
him. What do you want?"
"All• light. Me takee lillee dlop of tangje"Nothin', if he ain't here."
·
foot."
t'Jest make out that I'm Young Wild West,
1gnoring the rest of the crowd, Hop led the
then."
way to the bar and the three were quickly served
''But you ain't, so what's the use of talkin'? by Bill, who was grinning broadly.
See here, I didn't come in here for no trouble. I
~•Hop, old feller.,'' ' he exclaimed, when he had
jest want a drink, an' I thought maybe if Young
Wild West was here he would start somethin' received the money from Huffer, "you ain't one
goin' ag'in. There ain't no use in me tryin' to bit better than you was the time you was here
bold my own with him, 'cause I can't do it. I've last. Blamed if I don't think you have improved
beard enough said about him in the last fifteen a little." .
"That's a. mighty funny thing for you to say,
minutes to make me feel sartin that there ain't
no man livin'· as kin go up agin' him an' win out. Bill," old man Murdock spoke up, a 'twinkle in
He's made a laughin' stock of me here today. so his eyes. "First, you go an' say that he ain't a
bit better than he was the last time, an' then you
I've got to grin an' bear it, that's all."
"That's all, eh?" the scout retorted frowningly, tell him he's improved. I always thought that
for no doubt he thought he was just in the humor better an' improved meant about the same thing."
"Maybe they do, but not the way of my meetfor a scrimmage, as he called it.
"Give me some good whisky, Bill," Huffer in', though. Anyhow, Hop's all right, an' anyone
called out, and then as if he had just thought of as .says he ain't kin jest come an' see me about
aomething, he turm;d to the door and went outside it an' I'll mighty soon prove that they don't know
.
what they're talkin' about."
.
again.
, ~Set 'em up on .the house, Bill," Brown called
· About a minute- later he entered, followed by
Wilkins, whose. face wore a frightened look ._. he ~t. "I reckon Ws about my turn ag'in."
l
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Then the proprietor proceeded to do a few steps
of a jig, and the re&t joined in, even to Cheyenne
Charlie and old man Murdock. Catehing on to
the sport of the thing, Hop yanked out his old
pistol again and fired two shots at the ceiling.
"Everybody dance," he called ·out.
Everybody seemed to be at it friendly, with
the exception of" Dan Huffer and Wilkins. But
when Hop swung the pistol around so .the muzzle ·
was toward them, fuey started in, too, and the
floor of ,the shanty began to creak in ·a dangerous .
sort of way, · while the glasses on the little shelf
behind the bar began jingling.
"Hold on!" the bartendei: shouted. "You want
to bust up housekeepin' here?. What's th e matter, ,boss? I ain't seen you act that way in sev_.
enteen moons."

CHAPTER III.-Ned Davis, the Lucky
Prospector.
·

Arietta had not been long in the· store when a
J:ather tall yom:ig man arme'd with a brace of1 :Fevolvers came in. He looked grootly surprised
:,vhen he saw the gi\l there, but politely inquired
if there was any mair for Edward Davis.
'!A · letter- for · you, Mr. Davis," th~ girl answered quickly, as she handed it over the counter.
"Thank you," and he looked at the address on
t~e envelope !ind _then put the letter in his pocket
without operung it.
, ·
As he turned to go out, he paused and said:
"Is Mr. Murdock anywhere around?"
"H ,
es gone over to his home, which is only a
short distance away. If you would like to see him
"Shut up and come out here an' dance," Brown you had· better go there."
roared. "There ain't no business goiu' to be done
"Thank you," and he moved toward the doorfor the next five minutes. If the old-shanty goes ag·ain.
down, let her go. I've got money enough to p.ut
But just ·as he got to it a man entered rather
up another. Hooray for Young Wild West· an• · briskly. It was Dan Huffer. Evidently he had
his pards, an' horay for Hop Wah, the clever Chi- seen Davis go into the -post-office and had hurnee. Everybody .iine in, Now then, hip, hip!"
riedly left the Gazoo. ·
The dancing ceased long enough for a rousing
•~est· the man I want to se.e, Davis," he said,
cheei· to go up, and then Hop Wah fixed another as be stationed himself before th!'! door, so the
shot, and it was rig·ht and left all around. Each prospector could not easily -get out. "Things has
time one of the men got ·hold of the hand of Wil- been goin' <m long enough now, an' it's about
kins they would give him a sling which would time you made up your mind to quit that claim
cause him to go Spinning ·a bout the room, and the of mine.' ..
man he happened to hit would send him back
"The claim is not yours, Dan Huffer, and you
again. They were a little more easy with Dan know it. You left it a long time ago, and when
· Huffer, for some of them seemed to regard •h im as you pulled up stakes and quit, it went back to
a _dangerous man, even though he had been called the government. Just · because I happened to
so· hard by Young Wild West. They kept it up come· along with a pard and strike a little luck
until Bill suggested that it was time to have an- there, you want to take possession of the claim
other drink, and then a rush was made for the again. I think we have both told you plainly that
bar. Cheyenne ·Charlie knew that he had taken a we- won't give it up. There has already been a
little more than he ought to, and feeling that lot of wrangling about it, and · some little shootAnna would be put out over it, he decided to leave. ing, but we're there yet, and we are going to
"Good-by; Brown. I'll see you tonight," he stay there until we get ready to leave of our own
said, and then taking Sam Murdock by the a:rm, accord.''
he hust1ed him outside, almost before the old man
"You are, eh?" and the villain shot an angry
w'as aware of it.
.
glance . at him.- "I reckon you know putty well
E~t he was quite 'willing to go home, - so the . that :if I. take a notion . to start any shootin', you ..
two were not Jong in reaching the post-office.
an' your par.d wouldn't stand rio _chance. I'm a
"You're all ·g oin' to sleep under the old roof to- bad man., I am, an' there ain't nothin' that ever
night," Mu,rdock called out, waving his flat, his walked on sole leather that kin down me."
face i-ather red from what he had taken at the
Arietta, instead of being frightened, laughed
hotel. "You have got your outfit with yer,, as I lightly at this. Both men heard the laugh, and
kin see, an 1it sorter strikes me that it's about - they turned and saw the g·irl looking through the
time them two pack-horses , was unloaded. I'll little window that was in the post-office part of
jest close up the store for · a little while an' help the -store.
··
yer.''
,IIWhat are you doing here, gal?" Dan Huffer
demanded threateningly.
"Don't do anything· of the kind, gra n<lpa,"
"Atte{ldin.g to my grandfather's business while
Arietta spoke up. "If it's necessary for you to · he's out," was the reply.
go and show them where to put the things, I'll
. '.'What . are you grinnin' at, then?"
tend the store until you come back. It's noj; the .
"You just said something that forced me to
first time
e'1er "did it, you &now." •
laugh inspite of myself." '
''Yau kin" bet your life it ain't, little girl," -the
"I did, eh? Well, you're a putty sassy kid.1'
old man answered smilingly. "Go ahead. There's
"You think so? All right, then, keep on thinksome letters under .the counter ;for Ned . Davis.' ing that way. But take my advice a.n d don't start
when he comes, _He's one of the two prospectoz:s any shooting mateh in this building-. If you do
what struck it rich, -an' which is tryip.' to hold I'll be apt to take a hand in it myself.''
the· claim agin' -Dan Huffer.''
·
This from the girl caused both Davis and the
They were quite willing to leave Arietta in bad man to start with genuine surprise. •
charge of the store, and laughingly Anna &l\d
"I mean what I say," Arietta continued, and
Eloise followed the 1·est as they walked over to the , then she showed a revolver at the little window.
house ,that -0ld . man l\fordocl{ ·had ,built. when he..
"Huffer, the girl seems to meari busj.ness,''
first came to Weston.
, Davis ventured, a smile ~urving about his lips. · ..I
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guess we had better go outside if we are going time I shoot it will be to kill. Dare to touch a
. gun and you'll die, anyhow."
to settle this business."
1
Huffer became cowed instantly, and holding up
'You're willin' to shoot it out, eh?" Huffer
his hands before his face as if to shield himself
asked ea,gerly.
"I am willing to do anything. I was thinking it • from another shot, he sidled toward the door.
"You're a regular vixen, kid," he said. "Don't
over this morning with Martin Ifowe, my partne;r,
and we came to the conclusion that the first time shoot no more. You might hit me• if you do.''
you' offered to put up a fight with either· of us we
"I'll hit you if I want to, and you can be sure
would take our chances. A fellow can ·die but of ·that. If •you stand around with your side toonce, anyhow, artd I suppose he might just as ward me, I'll show you how well I can shoot. I
well be shot by a .bad · man as to die any other think I can take the buttons off your shirt ali
~
·
way.'r
right, and without hurting you any."
came from behind the inclosure,
-Arietta
But the bad man evidently did not want to give ·
still ·holding the revolver in her hand. She · had her the chance to try it, for he quickly slid out of
sized up both men~ and her conclusion was that the door _a nd hurried from the building. He had
Davis would not stand inuch of a show with the. not gone more than twenty yards when Young
bad man, who no douqt was experienced h1 the Wild West, followed by ·cheyenne Charlie, came
line of quick shooting. Fixing her gaze upon Dan running towa.r d the store. They had heard the
· shootfng, since the ·windows were open in the
..
Huffer, she said:
"I believe you saiii a minute or two ago that building, and it struck them' right away that
you wasn't afraid pf anything that wore shoe- Arietta might be in ·trouble- When Wild saw the
le~tlier when it came to· shQoting. Have you for- man. come out in such, a hurried way and recoggotten what happened righ~ in front o~ this store nized him as the fellow he had forced to take the
.
about half an hour ago?"
bath in the horse-trough, he felt tempted to shoot ·
"Never mind what I forgot, gal. What hap- him, for it flashed upon him that he must have
pened then ain't goin' to happen now."
insulted Arietta and · had been driven from the ·
"If you're not very careful something will hap- store by her . .
pen to you. Now then, if you have -no business
"Hey, there!" he called out, waving a revolver •
here, just g et out. l\V". r>avis, you remain right in a threatening way at the hurrying villain.
·
·
where you are for a while."
"What do you want?" Huffer answered gruffly. '
!.'Me git out?" the bad· man asked angrily.
"Come back here."
"Why, this here is a public buildin'. Anyone has
,
"W.hat for?"
got a right to· com~ in an' stay as long as it's
"Come back here, and ·be quick about it.'•
open for business. How· do you know what I
There was no help for _it. The bad _man feared
want here? Jest to sho:w you that I've got a right
living, for
here, I'll ask you if there's any letters for me. th~ young deadshot more than anyone enough
to
his recent experience had been quite
My name is Daniel Huffer.''
stacked
f'There are. no letters here for you," the girl more than convince him that anyone who
up against Young Wild West made the_mistake ;
answered coolly.
of his life. Ar.ietta now. came out, the revolver
; "How do you know? Go an' look.''
her.
"There was but one letter that had not been de- still in her hand, and Ned D"avis followed
"What's the trouble, little girl?" Wild asked
livered, and that was. for Mr. Davis, and he just
,
- in his cool and easy way.
·
received it before you came in.''
"Oh, that fellow," pointing to Huffer, "got a
"I got the letter all right," Davis spoke up, in
a sort of triumph. "I haven't opened it yet, but little too fresh, that's all. He was trying to work
I know pretty well what's in it. I wrote· to the up a plan so he could shoot this man, who hapland agent a week ago, filing my claim, and the pens to be one of the owners of the claim that
answer has come now. I meant to wait until I there hi;is been so much trouble about."
"Oh, I see. Come uµ a little closer, Huffer. · I
got to my partner before I opened it, but I'll open
think you're one of the meanest, most contemptible
it ·now and satisfy you.'' ·
Then Davis, whp had acted upon the advice of scoundrels I ever came in contact with. I have
Arietta about staying there, leaned back against a strong notion to :put an end to you right now.
the counter and opened the letter. He nodded But instead of doing it, I · am simply going to
with great satisfaction as he read the contents, shoot the heel from your other boot, and then give
. -you a -chance. You take my advice and get out of
and then turning to the bad man he said:
"There you are, Huffer. The claim is duly filed Weston as soon as possible. You quit that claim
in the names of Martin Howe and Edward Davis. long ago, and that means that you couldn't come
The claim is ours. You left it a long time ago, back and take it again, especially after others
and that made it revert back to the government. have staked it out. Now then, when I count three
Here are the words to that effect, and over the . I want you to run as fast as you ever did in your
signature and seal of the proper government offi- life, for I certainly am going to clip off that other
heel the very in:;;tant I say three. · Don't start
.
cial.''
He held up the letter so his rival could see it, until I say it, either. If you do I might make a
mistake and send the bullet through your heart.''
and an oath came from the lips of the bad man.
Huffer was trembling like a leaf now: Fear of
"Hold on, there!" Arietta exclaimed warningly.
the young deadshot was growing upon him rather
"No swearing in the post-office."
This so angered Huffer that he gave vent to than diminishing. He began pleading and makanother oath, and shook his fist at the girl. Crack! ing promises, but the boy simply shook his head
Arietta could not help it, and she fired a shot, and motioned for him to turn and be ready to
sending the bullet so close to his head that it start. Ned Davis looked on in surprise and admiration. It was plain that he had never seen
clipped a lock of hair from it.
"Get out of here!" she commanded. "The next such coolness displayed by anyone before, and not
O
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having met Young Wild West, but knowing some- whole lot; . You just go right ahead and ,get out
thing about him, he was oubbling over with de- all tbe du!lt you. can and dispose of it. Then if it
light at what was taking place. Slowly Dan does happen to go {lliliinst you ypu will be that
Huffer turned and placed himself in a position to much ahead, anyhow."
start on a sprint.
·
"Thank you for your advice, Young Wild
"One!" said Wild coolly.
West. I don't know of anyone living who is betThe villain leaned slightly forward.
te1· able, to give advice than you a1·e, even though
"Two!"
,
·
you are scarcely a man yet."
· Huffer glanced over his shoulder in a fright"I'll be a man some day. maybe," was the la'ughened way.
'
·
ing reply. "I doubt if you are more than half a
"Three!"
dozen years older than I am."
Crack! The sharp report .of the young dead"Probably not. I suppose , :1m a boy myself.
shot's revolver sounded the instant the word But I am really glad that you have come to Wes."three" left his lips, and Huffer gave a leap in top. The young lady certainly did a great -thing
the air and then bounded away something after for 'me wh~n she prevented me from coming ouj;:
the fashion of a wounded rabbit.
side the store to have it out with Dan Huffer. I
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed Arietta, showing that suppose I would have been shot, though I cershe thoroughly enjoyed it.
tainly meant to open fire on him just as soon as
Davis shook his head and said to her:
we faced each othe;: outside the store."
"I never saw a girl like you before in my life.
"Most likely he would have got you, so it's a
You certainly are Young Wild West's sweet- very good think you didn't come out."
heart."
The:s, all went into the store, and were talking
"Yes, and proud of it," was the reply.
the matter over when old man Murdock came
Wild now stepped up, and putting out his hand back. When he heard what had happened during ·
to the prospector, said :
his absence, he simply nodded his head and said:
"Mr. Davis, I presume?"
''.I reckon Arietta kin take charge of the post"Yes," was the reply, "and you are Young Wild office all right. She 11in't goin' to allow 110 foolin'
West?"
an' you km bet on it. That rascal of a Dan Hul
"That's it exactly: Allow me to introduce you fer will know how to ac the. next time he comes
to Cheyenne Charlie, one of my partners."
in here. It's about time someone called him to.
"How are you, Davis?" the scout said, as he account, anyhow. He's got a mighty bad reputareached out and seized the hand of the man, giv- tion, an' he's been bullyin' everybody in town ever
ing it a hearty shake. "Y~m're a likely lookin' since he's been here."
·
young feller, you are, an' I reckon you're putty
"He won't_do very much more bullying," Wild
nigh all right."
·
declared laughingly. "I reckon some of it has
"I am trying to be fair and square, anyhow, and been take out of him. The ' way he has acted on
so is my partner. We were lucky to strike a nice two occasions makes me think that, he's
rank
little pocket in the abandoned claim, but I hon- coward, after all, and that he only imposes 11pon
estly believe if we had known the trouble we were those he knows to fear him."
going to ~et into by doing it we would have left •
"That's the way it always is, ain't it, Wild?"
it alone, and gone on to some other plafe to pros- the scout asked, as if he was surprised to hear the
pest."
boy speak that way.
"That's what I call foolish talk," the scout de"I reckon it is, Charlie."
clared. "Jest as if you would let any sneakin
Davis seemed a little anxious to go back to the
coyote like Huffer run you off your claim."
claim and repor.t to his partner, so he excused
· "Yes, but there are quite a few in Weston who himself and left the store. As he was going he
seem to think that he really has a right to the hesitated, and then said:
claim, and that we should vacate it. It was his
"'I'd like to have you come over and look at the
sonre time ago, you know."
claim, Young Wild West;''
"Mr. Davis," Arietta spok'e up, "you have a
. "All right, _we'll take a w~lk over the first thing
letter telling you that your claim has been filed, m the morning. It's gettmg near supper-time
haven't you?"
now, and we want to get things straightened out
"Well, it isn't exactly that," the man answered, at the house. The fact is we are not in the habit
with a shrug of the shoulders. "I said that to try of sleeping under a roof. Tents usually are good
and make Huffer give up the idea of getting pos- enough for us, and we have got to make a little
session of the claim again. What the letter says preparation."
is that our claim is filed with a proviso, and that
"We can expect you early in the morning, then."
the matter will be lookecI up and settled wfthin a
"Yes, right aftel' breakfast.
Jlibout seven
fortnight."
o'clock, I suppose." "Oh, then the claim is still in dispute?"
"All right; thank you."
"Yes, I SUPJ?OSe it is."
Then )le tipped his hat and bowed and strode
"That's all right,". Wild spoke up, in his cool .rapidly away in the direction of his claim, which
and easy way. "Thi;; man Huffer gave up the was located about half a mile from the store.
claim. He pulled up stakes and went away. Then
Dan Huffer did not stop running after Young
he happened to come back just about the time you Wild West shot the heel' from his other boot until
fellows came along and struck it rich there. I he reached Brown's Gazoo. He had left in a hurry
reckon that you and your pard will ke-ep posses- a short time before, hilt he certainly came back in
sion of the claim all right. That's the way we do more of a hurry. Wilkins, his pard, had ·not business in these parts, and the government will missed him until he had been gone a couple of
eyentually settle it, anyway. But they are pretty minutes, but he soon forgot all about it, for HoJP
long-wiJ:ided fellows, these government· officials, had started in to entertain the gathering in the
and if you wait on their motion you would lose a
bar-room. The clever Chinee was perfonning a
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sleight-of-hand trick with a pack of cards :when too, but when he got there and found that there
Huffer came in panting from the sprint he had · was such an opposition to it, he had simply set•
made. There was so much noise in the place that tled down at the Gazoo as ·a guest of -the place,
no one had noticed the shot that Wild fired as he paying his own board and also that of his pard.
started the villain from the front of the post- He was quite a gambler in his way,.and had been
office. To see him come in, his faee pale and pretty lucky at the game while he was there, so
•
the fact was that he really had made fnore than
breathing hard, surprised everyone there.
"Whattee mattee?" Hop asked, as he dropped his expenses while he was instilling it · into the .
the pack of cards on the table and looked at the minds of the min~rs and others living in Weston
that he was a very bad man. While he was quick
.villain questioningly.
"It ain't nothin' to you, heathen," was the reply. on the shoot and dangerous to deal with, Huffer
"I was jest hurryin' up to git back here to see never took too much of a risk, and the two prospectors were so strongly located right on the
what was goin' on."
"Where have you been, Dan?" Wilkins asked, claim they were working that they would have to
be caught napping before tliey could be removed
stepping · over to ihm.
or shot. This was rather galling to the villain,
"Only over to the post-office."
"Sorter looks as though you putty nigh run but . he had kept bidding his time, only now and
then breaking out and raising a disturbance.
. .
your legs off to git back here."
He had really made up his mind that the next
"I did run putty fast,'" saw the adm1ss1on.
day should be the end of the matter one way or
"Meet Young Wild West ag'in?"
"Yes. He shot the heel from my other boot. the other, and even after Young Wild West
I'm even up now. I might as well tell you tl}.e reached the town and gave him such a grilling
truth about it. I don't know what's the matter he _had not _chaw1;ed his mind. After the clever
. with that kid, anyhow. He's got a lot down on Chmee left Brown's Gazoo, Huffer nodded to his
me, an' jest 'cause he kin shoot so handy he's pard to follow him, and went •to the room the
tryin' to make me look like very small potatoes." two occupied on the second flor of the hotel. When
"An' few in a hill, too, eh, Dan?" the bartender the building -had been erected everyone in that
part of the country thought it one of the greatest
,ipoke up laughingly.
"You don't think that, do yer?" and the bad to be found, for there were two full stories to it
and an attic, as well as a cellar under it. This
man spunked up right away.
"I wasn't sayin' what I thought about it. But was not the general way of putting up hotels in
there's an old sayin' which a feller from Vermont the mining camps of the West at the time of
started up around here about three years ago. which we write, so for four or fiye years Brown
It was 'small potatoes,. an' few in a hill,' an' it had enjoyed the distinction 'of owning and runalluded to a feller that didn't amount to a whole ning one of the best hotels outside of a · city.
There were quite a number of rooms in it, and
lot."
"Well, I reckon you know that I amount to all were furnished well enough to entertain
guests. The room Huffer and Wilkins occupied
somethin', don't I?"
"You sartinly do, or you always did until this was at the end of the building, and had two winafternoon. When Young Wild West struck Wes- dows in it. Huffer had selected it himself after
ton things took a turn, an' now you're somethin' looking the structure over carefully from the outlike a si~ged cat with tar on her feet--sorter lost side. He figured that in case he wanted to get
in and out of his rooms without the knowledge
the friendship of the rest of the cats."
1
"Well, if I lost your friendship I ain't lost much, of anyone, it might be done from the window,
anyhow." and Huffer contented himself with that. since there was quite a grove of trees right close
Hop Wah now picked up the deck of cards to the house, some of them actually shading the
again, and the crowd turned and watched him ex- roof. Reaching the room, the villain threw off
his· hat and sat down upon the bed. There was
.
pectantly.
He shuffled the cards and wanted to bet five dol- but one chair there; so Wilkins quickly took pos•
lars that he could turn up the ace <If hearts. No session of it.
"Well, what's goin' to be done now?" the latter
one would bet with the clever Chinaman, so just
to show that he could do it he held up the cut, asked, somewhat dejectedly. "Looks to me as if
and out jumped the ace of hearts . • Huffer then Young Wild West has come here to spoil everysaid that if he was to shuffle the cards he would thing. You got me to come with you, sayin' as
·bet five dollars that Hop could not cut the ace of how you was goin' to give me a third of the gold
hearts. Hop took him up, Huffer shuffled the what's been found on that claim of yours. So
cards, put them together and laid them on the far I ain't had a speck of the gold, an' all I've
been gittin' is what you was willin' to give me
.
table..
Hop put his hand in a loose-fitting pocket, drew from the money you made at gamblin'. I'm sorter
out a sharp knife, put the cards in three piles gittin' tired of it, especially w}:ien it comes to bein'
and cut through the full deck. He smiled blandly, made a fool of by a common, low-down heathen."
"You ain't got _n?thin' to kick about, pard,"
picked up the .ten dollars and, to the amazement
of all, walked leisurely out · of the saloon and Huffer answered, with a forced smile. "Look
how I've been made a fool of."
strolled toward the Mur(j.ock home.
"Yes, but you'll have somethin' to tell. when
you go away from here. Most anyone could be
proud· of sayin,.. how Young Wild West grilled
'em an' made a monkey out of 'em. What worries
CHAPTER IV.-Two Arrivals at the Hotel.
me is that the heathen got me that way."
Dan Huffer had come over from Deadwood,
"That's all right. You know blamed well that
ln-inging Wilkins with him. He had come for the the heathen couldn't have done it if he hadn't
IOle purpose. of takin,g possession of his old claim, been backed by Young Wild West an' his parda.
;
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What's the use of talkin' like a fool, Wilkin;, '!
" Oh, I see. That will go all right if the two
We're goin' to have possession of that claim by fellers happen to be dead in the mornin'."
tomorrow. I've been figurin' an' figurin', an' I'd
"They'll be dead in the mornin', an' l'm goin'
jest about come to the conclusion of what to do to do it all myself. I could take you with me jest
when this sassy-kid of a Young Wild West strikes as well a s not, but I ain't goin' to do it. I want
the town.!'
to leave you here so you kin swear that I didn't
"What was in your mind, Dan?" Wilkins asked leave the pla ce after I come to thi s 1·oom."
eagerly, as he looked at his companion sharply.
"All right," and Wilkins seemed just as well
"Well, I was thinkin' of <loin' somethin' what satisfied to be left out of it.
might be called a little desperate."
It was late in the afternoon when Young Wild'
"Killin' Davis an' Howe, I s'pose."
West and his friends rode into ·weston, so when
"Yes, but ·n ot by shootin' 'em. The men around the supper-bell rang just then it was not strange,
here wouldn't hardly stand -tor anything like that. · since quite a little time had elapsed, most of it
I was thinkin' of poisonin' 'em."
being rather lively fo r all hands, especially the
"Poisonin' 'em! How in thunder could you do two villains.
that?"
"I reckon there ain't no need of washin' afore
"Easy enough, if I ha d the stuff to do it with, we go to supper, is there, Wilkin s?" Dan said
an' I reckon I kno\v putty well where to go an' wit h a grin, as he surveyed himself in the little
git it."
cracked mirror that hung on the wa ll.
"Oh, most any old squaw would fix you up with
"No, we both had more of a washin' than
all the pizen you want, if you was to pay her we've had in many months. The last time I got
putty well for it."
washed like that was when I got caught in a
"That's_jest it exactly. There an Injun camp heavy r ain an' couldn't find even a tree to git
about six miles from here, an' what I want to do out of it."
'
is to go over there tonight an' git the poison."
"Well, it won't hurt us any. We'll git posses"How are you goin' to fix it so the two galoots ~ion of ~hat claim, a?' then I s'pose we'll have
will take it after you git it, Dan?"
_ it out :vith Yo~ng Wil~ West la~,er on. I've got
"Ttiat oughter be putty easy."
something else m my mmd, pard.
"I don't know about that. As far a s I know
"Somethin' else. eh? What is it?"
Davis don't drink a drop of anything strong, an:
"Well, the _fact is that I've fell in love wjth
his pard don't t ake only a mighty little now an' that yaller-ha1red gal."
then"
·
"Young Kild West's gal, you mean ?"
"Well, there's other ways of fixin' up pizen be::That's J,est the, o~e I mean."
.
.
sides puttin' it in whisky, ain't there? There's
Psh~w! and ;V1Ik~ns showed c~nsiderable dissich a thing as puttin' it in coffee."
gust.
You don t. thmk for ~ mmute that she
"Yes, but you have got to be whe1·e the coffee D~~l~, have anything to do with you, do you,
is afore you kin put it in."
"N0 t ,ca.u se .sh e wa:i,ted to, m~yb e. But ~ou
"That's all right. One of us has got to sneak .
· to th t
t·me an' maybe between now Jest leave tt to me. Im a desperate man, an a
m
a. camp some i. • ..
, .
,
mighty ba d one."
an' sunrise, an' put p01son mto somethm' they re
"Oh II · h
I'll I
·
B
d ,
bound to eat. Then they'll both die, an' that will
• a rig t.
eave it. to you.
ut on t
settle the dispute, The claim will be mine."
c?un~ on _me for any _help ,m s1ch a ga~e as t,hat.
"An' I'll git one-third of the gold, won't I?"
I _m .11! wi th ye~ heait an soul w~en it c~~es. to
"Y
t· 1
·11 ,,
gittm that claim, but as far as mterferm with
ou right,
sar in Y WI•
•
"All
with.
yer. I'll go the limit with th e s h e-m~ Ie sex, I d on t' wan t 1:one of 1·t : ..
yet on this here game, but I won't promise you
Dan_ grmned broadly, but said no mOie, and a
th t I'll t · k
longer if it don't work this few mmutes later_ the two left the room and went
. a ,,
s ic any
down to the countmg-room. There were not many
ti1!!e.
.
,
•
,.
guests stopping at the Gazoo just then. Business
All right, th,ert. , Wen make out that Vfe re was very dull, in fact, so the two men had a table
putty drlm~, an we II come to: bed early tomght. all to themselves. They ate just as well as if
I'll lower myself out of the wmdow when thei:e's nothing had happened to them during the aftera good time t? do it, an' pit my horse an: rid~ noon, and a nttle later went out upon the porch
over to t~e InJun ca~p. I 1~ put on. that wig an
and sat down where there were quite a few alfalse 'Yh1skers ,of mme, . so if anythmg turns up ready. It was in the summer-time, and it was
the In~uns cant recogmze me as the man ~hat rather pleasant there, for there was a cooling
got poi~on from on~ ~f the squaw~. , Oh, ~ 1!1 a . breeze ~lowing from the ba:re mountains that p\ltty wise feller, Wilkms. There ~1~ t nothm as reared themselves close on the left.
·
kil.l beat me when it comes to figurm out the way
"Hello!" someone called out, looking down the
to do things."
trail. "The stage-coach is comin'. She's nigh an
".[ know that, but you have been a mighty long hour late eh Brown?"
tim,1 in gittin' possession of your O'Vn claim,
"That'; right," Brown 'answered, for he was
though."
standing in the doorway smoking his pipe. "I
"'rhat's all right. It takes time to do some disin't delay the supper for .anyone who might
things. You kin bet- that by tomorrow we'll be come, either. I've got regular· rules here at my
occu.pyin' my old claim."
. hotel, an' when six o'clock comes my bell has got
"You said somethin' like that in the bar-room to ring, an' that's all there is to it. lf there's
a .li1:tle while ago. S'pose somebody should pick anyone in the outfit as wants to stop here, they kin
it up an' blame yer for poisonin' the two galoots ?" be accommodated .ies~ the same, 'cause my lardet
"(•!i, they can't do that, 'cause it kin be proved is always filled with the best."
that I never left the blamed old hotel durin' the
All eyes were turned upon the :rickety old
11iirht. You'll be the one to p1·ov e that."
vehicle that plied between Deadwood and Weston

I'm
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as it rapidly · approached. Four steaming horses
-were attached . to it, a:rid as it came up close to
· the porch of the building the driver .flourished his
whip and reined in the leaders wjth a maste:rful
. hand. He always did this, however, for he liked
to show his skill at handling horses. Two passengers promptly alighted, and they were scanned
closely by those sitting on ,the porch, as well ~s
the proprietor of ~he place. One wa~ a dapperlooking man of middle age who carried a . black
suitcase, while the other wa.s a man of probably
thirty, rather conspicuously attired in a - b_rown
velvet suit. He wore a sombrero .that was tipped
back upon his head, showing his brown curly hair
off to 11.dvantage.
"How are you, gents?" the ·latter called out
smilingly. "I thought I'd run over for a, day or
two and see how things were getting along in
Weston."
"Fancy Farley, the gambler!" exclaimed one
of the men of the party.
"That's right. But I reckon you all know ;me.
This is not the first time I have been here. Ha,
ha, ha!"
Dan Huffer knew the gambler pretty well, and
to his sorrow, too, for he bad lost in about every
game of cards he ever played with him. But
just now he felt pleased at seeing him.
'!Hello, Farley!" he said pleasantly, as be arose
. and approached the man.
.
"Hello, Dan! I heard you was ~oppmg here~;
How did you make out with that claim of yours?
"Oh, I ain't got possession of it yet. But I
reckpn I'm bou_n d to win. It's mine, an' that's
all there is to it."
·
The middle-aged man with the black-looking
· suitcase stood there hesitatingly, and Brown,
knowing that he was a stranger, not only in W~ston, but in that part of the country, helped him
out by stepping down to him and taking his grip.
"Come on in, stranger. I reckon you want to
stop at the hotel here."
"Yes," was the reply, and a look of relief
quickly showed itself upon his face.
"Come right on in, then. l run one of the best
an' cleanest hotels in the whole Black Hills, an' I
kin prove it by them what's stopped here."
"The place looks all right. Can I have my
supper right away?"
"Jest as soon as you want it. But I s'pose you
want to go to your. room first."
"Certainly."
"All right, cqme right with me," and Br_own_ led
him inside, glad of the opportunity to entertam a
stranger.
,
Of course, all hands had taken particular notice of the little man, but most of them took it
that be was a tenderfoot, and that he had .come
there for his health, or probably to sell patent
medicines, for occasionally just such a character
would happen that way. Fancy Farley, as he was
called, did not seem to get a vel'y friendly reception from those at the hotel. This was probably
due to the fact that they knew him to be a professional agmbler who could cheat the eyes out
of their heads when it came to playing draw
poker or any other game where money was at .
.take. A few of them had been his victims.
But when he entered. the bar-room and invited
them all to drink with him, not one refused the
invitation.
"So you haven't got possession of the claim yet,
#
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eh, Dan ?'1 Fancy Farley asked, after be paid the
bill and looked keenly at the bad man.
·
"No," was the reply.
.
.
· "Well, I- knew you hadn't the day befor~ yesterday when the stage-coach got over to- Deadwoos:l. It struck me that possibly I might be able ·
to help you out." •
"I was thinkin' that you might myself. You'i·e
a putty wise sort of feller."·
"All right, I'll talk it over with you some time.
Any chance for a fellow to get in a ~d game o-f
draw poker tonight?"
"I don't know as there is, unless you tackl11
Young Wild West's Clever Chinee."
"Young Wild West's Clever Chinee ?" and
Fancy Farley gave a start.
"
"Yes, you have heard of him, ain't yer?"
. "I've heard of Young Wild West, but I can't
say anything about his clever Chinee."
"Well, he ain't nothin' more than a mighty
common lookin' heathen, this clever Chinee, but
they tell me that be kin handle cards to beat anything that was ever seen. I know a little somethin' of what he kin do with 'em, when it comes
to showin' magic tricks with 'em."
"Oh, lots of people can perform 'tricks with
cards. That don't mean that they '--an sit in a
game of draw and win."
.
"Better not stack up agin' Hop Wah, tll.ough,"
Bill, tne bartender, spoke up .
"That's your advice, eh?" the gambler asked.
"Yes, but you don't have to take it."
"Of course not. Juts let Young Wild West's
Clever Chinee come over here and you'll see how
quick I'll play with him, even if it's but a twohanded game. I'm _always ready for anything
where there's a chance to make honest money."
''Which you never made in y ur life by playing
draw poker!" exclaimed Huffer, laughing heartily.
Fancy Farley took this good-naturedly. Evidently he had merely made the ·remark to show
that he was 1·eally proud of being able to cheat
those he gambled with. Brown soon came back
into the bar-room, and, nOdding to the gambler,
said:
"Well, Farley, if you want any supper, you had
better go on in the dinin'-room an' git it while -it's
hot. That tenderfoot is comin' downstairs now,
an' be says he's hungry as a bear. You an' him
set at the same table."
.
"All right,:' and the gambler went to the room
where he could wash his face and hands.
. A few minutes later he went into the diningroom and found the passenger who had come over
from Deadwood in the stagecoach with him waiting to bJ) served. The two had been quite friendly during the ride over, but the little man had
not whispered a word of what his businsss was in
Weston. Farley had hinted several times that he
made his living by gambling. I reckon I'll have
a chance to show you how I do it tonight, for they
tell me tha~ there's a very clever Chinaman in
town, and that he can't be beat at playing draw
poker."
.
"Is that so?" and the man became interested
right away. "Probably I'll take a hand in the
game myself."
,
"What!" crie!i Farley in astonishment. "Yo-.
never told me t!1,at you ever played, cards."
"I know I didn't. But I do just the same.
The fact is I make my living that way."

4
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".Well, I'll be jiggered!" exclaimed Fancy Far- heathen," Farley answered quickly. "I've. been
ley. "You're a pretty cool one, after all."
over here lots of times. I belong in Deadwood.
"If this Chinaman you're telling me about has Maybe you know where that is."
any money that's worth while, I'll show you that
"Yes, me knowee allee 'bouttee. Whattee you
I'll get~ my share of. it, too," went on the little namee?"
man, without noticing the last remark.
•
"Me? Oh, Farley is my name," the ·g ambler
"We'll find out what he's got before we start answered, with a shrug of the shoulders. "What's
in, then."
yours?"
.
"Certainly."
"Me namee Hop Wah. Me velly smartee ChiThen the two went on with their supper. A nee. Gottee uncle in China whattee velly muchee
little later tfi.ey came out, and as luck would have smartee, and me allee samee like my uncle."
it, Hop Wah came strolling leisurely toward the
Both Farley and the little man laughed at this,
hotel.
. and then Hop turned to the latter and said;
"Th~re's Young Wild West's Clever Chinee now,
"Whattee you namee?"
Farley," Dan Huffer whispered.
"Oh, I don't know as it makes- any difference
"Good!" the gambler exclaimed, and then he· about my nnme, Hop Wah," -was the reply.
quickly confided the fact to the little man who
"Lat allee light. Maybe you no gottee namee."
had not yet made known his name.
· "Oh, yes, I have, and to please you I'll say that
it's J.ones. You have hearg. of that name before,
I suppose?"
"Me nevee hear lat namee before," declared
CHAPTER V.-The Poker Game.
Hop solemniy. : ·
.
· "That's funny," Fancy Farley declared. "But
Hop Wah had eaten a_good supper at the Mur- I suppose there aren't any Joneses in China."
dock house, as was usually the case, but was now
Huffer now walked up to w:here the three were
looking up something in the way of fun, or, if he standing.
.
got the opportunity, to·.indul_ge in .a game of maw
"Earl~y_," he.said, grinning at the .fancy-looking
poker. Brown's Ga-zoo was about 1.he only place gambler, "you claim to be one of the best poker
he could expect to find either, so he-walked ~eisure- players what ever lived. Here"'s a heathen what's
ly in that direction. Cheyenne Charlie saw him s'posed to be putty good at the game. ·why don't
as he *a., leaving the house, and, nodding to the you tackle him?'.'
young dead shot, he said:
"Oh, it'-s time enough to start playing cards.
·"There goes the heathen straight for Brown's It isn't dark yet," was the reply. "But why do
Gazpo, an' I'll bet on it. But it ain't likely he'll you say that I'm such a good poker player?''
find anyone to play poker with him, Wild."
_ ✓ '! ~Cause I know you are. You fixed me up more
"You can't telf about that: Charlie," was the than once, an' you know · it."
reply. "We'll walk over in a few minutes, and
"Only luck, Dan, only luck."
·
if he does happeu to get some of the innocents in
Hop was listening with no little interest. He
a game with him, we'll let them know about it."
had partly given up the idea ·of playin~ cards at
"That's ril!;ht. There ain't no use in lettin' the the Gazoo, for those who were not acquamted with
blamed · heathen fleece honest men out Qf ·their him had been informed by. those who were about
money. But," and the scout shook his head his ability at the game. ,
thoughtfully, "if he happens to git in a game with
"You play dlaw pokee, too?" he asked, looking
anybody what we think is crooked, let him go at Jones.
•
ahead an' skin 'em."
. "Sometimes," was the reply.
"That ·isn't jest the right thing, ·either, Char"You lookee allee samee• likee parson."
.
lie."
"Maybe I do. That used to be my business.
.
"I know it ain't when you come right down ·to But there wasn't enough money in it, so I turned
the point of things. But s'pose someone
ts to gambling, and I .have just about managed to
after him an' tries to rob·him of what he's got.'
liv.e since that time."
· "Well, I suppose it woul<;l be fair enoogh for
"You gottee plenty money?",
him to turn the tables on them if he could."
"Oh, I've got a few dollars stowed away in my
"That's it. Now then, don't ' say anything, pockets."
·
'cause I've got a notion that maybe that sneakin'
"Lat velly nicee. Me gottee plenty money, so
coyote of a Huffer might get in a game with be."
Hop."
_ This certainly was just what the two gamblers
"I hardly think so," and the young deadshot wa:nted to know, and when the clever Chinee drew
smiled. "He has heard enough about Hop, even if a fat wallet from his pocket and -opened it, showhe hasn't seen enough of him, to know pretty ing a wad of bills, their eyes glistened with dewell what lfe would be up against in a gan•bling light. But not satisfied w1th this, Hop drew out
game of any sort.".
·
a handful of gold coins from one pocket, and then
Meanwhile, Hop ascended the few steps to the produced a buckskin bag that was full of both
porch of the hotel. Huffer was standing near gold and silver from the other. He even went so
the door, and he no<;lded as the Chinaman went far as to dump the contents of the pag on the bar,
on in. Fancy Farley _and the little man were There were at least twenty-five or thirty five-dolstanding ·at one end of the bar, each smoking a lar goldpieces in the pile, and Fancy Farley and
cigar. Hop noticed th~m the ~rst .~bing, and he Jones were now thoroughly satisfied that the
saw that they were lookmg. at him with more than Chinaman was well supplied with money. The
ordinary interest.
. ·.
thing for them tu do now was to get it from him,
"Velly nicee evening, so be," he observed, nod- and about the only way to do it would be by
ding to them. "You allee samee strangers."
playing draw poker. While the two had never
"I don't know as I'm a stranger in Weston, met until they rode over in the stage from Dead-
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wood, they seemed to have formed an understanding. Both were engaged in the same bu:jj.ness,
which was cheating those they played cards with
to make a living. The little ml!in really looked
as if he might be a parson, while Farley had the
air of a Western dude, such as are still found
about the mining camps, and who were quite
plentiful at the time of which we write.
. Then again, Jones cQuld easily have been mistaken foi; a genuine tenderfoot fresh from the
East. But Farley knew better th!ln that, for he
had come m contact with just such men before.
Hop appeared very innocent, and both took it
for granted that he did not suspect them of being
anything more than ordinary gamblers. Dan
Huffer kept on grinning when he saw that a game
of poker was bound to start shortly. He could
not have been induced to sit in the game with the
clever Chinee, but he did want to see Fancy Farley relieved of some of his cash. Jones called for
the drinks, refusing to take anything strong himself, and declaring that he never did it at any
time. Then declining Farley's invitation to have
another, he moved over to a corner of· the· room
where there was a large, round table, and took
a seat. Hop had put away his money, of course,
and he· now turned. and began talking to some of
his old-time friend's. Eager to start the game,
Fancy Farley waited about•five minutes, and then
touching the Chinaman on the arm, said:
, "Did you &ay y9u was going to play cards?"
"Me likee · pllay lillee while," was the reply.
"Me no care if me Josee some money." ·
· "Well, from what I've heard, you're' not likely
' to lose any. They say you're a regular card
sharp."
"Me no cheatee.'' ,
"Oh, I didn't say you did. I don't, either."
,'M-e. knowee lat," and Hop grinned. "Maybe
um parson allee samee cheatee."
.,
· "He don't look as if he would ch eat anyone,
does he?"
·
"No, he velly nicee Melicap man. Maybe he no
knowee how play dlaw pokee velly muchee."
· "We'll soon find out, Hop Wah. Come on. We
might as well start the game right now."
Hop· walked over with him to the table and took
a seat, and then Bill, the bartender, promptly
brought over a new deck of cards, for he had been
listening to the conversation and was ready to fix
them up.
"Who's going ,to be the banker?" Jones asked.
'-'Oh, we don't bother with · that sort of thing
around here," Farley . retorted. "We don't play
with chips. We use the-real money."
•
"Oh, that's all right, then. .But I was just goin
to propose that WE\ each buy a thousand dollars3
worth of chips."
"That sounds good, Jones," and Farley looked
at him somewhat surprised. "You're in for a nolimit game, I see."
. "That's the only way I play."
"The same with me, generally. I don't know
about Hop Wah, though."
"Me play evelythling," Hop answered assuringly. ·"Me no care if you wantee makee million
dollee ante. Me gottee plenw money, and me gittee plenty more fl.om China.'
This caused a laugh, for they all knew he was
having a little joke on them. Fancy FarJey
picked up the new deck and gave the cards a rip.
Then he handed them over ~ Jones, and asked
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him to do a little sl).uffling, so they might get
thoroughly mixed. The little man obliged, and
ii). turn gave the deck to Hop. The clever Chinee
shuffled the cards, and at the same time managed
to look them over a little. His ability to do
sleight-of-hand enabled him to fix up any deck of
cards, whether it was a new or old one. He was
now absolutely certain that he had a pair of professional sharpers to deal with, and· he made up
his mind to beat them at their own game, and -not
take a great while to do it. So the first thing he
did was to steal the ace of spades and the ace of
diamonds from the pack and let them slip up his
sleeve. Then he put the pack on the table and
the cut was maae to see who should 'deal first.
Hop cared nothing about this, so when J on<!s,
who sat on his left, won, he sitnp.Jy nodded, and,
looking at Farley, said:
"You puttee up pee um ante.''
"All right, my heathen friend," the gambler retorted smilingly. "We'll start it off lightly. I'll
make it one dollar, subject to raise."
This seemed satisfactory, and after · the cards
had been shuffled an-d Hop had cut them, Jones
dealt out the hands. Hop waited until his. whole
five cards lay on the table before him, then he
picked them up and looked at them. He had a
pair of queens to go in with, so he chipped in a
dollar. Evidently the little man was trying to
i:iurse things along, for he simply came up with
a dollar to draw himself. Fancy Farley smiled
serenely, and called for four cards, which were
promptly given him. Then Hop drew three, as
a matter of course, and got another queen, as
well as a pair of deuces. Three queens and a
pair of deuces is supposed to 'b e a pretty fair
l),and in the game of draw poker, according to the
opinion of experts and others. Hop watched the
dealer and saw that he drew but two cards, and
then he figured him as having three of a kind
to start with.
"It's your bet, Mr. Farley," Jones said to the
fancy-looking gambler.
·
"All right, I'll start it oft' with !\ve· dollars,"
and the money was promptly pushed to the centre
"Me makee fivee dollee more," Hop called out
pleasantly.
"Well," and the man who looked like a parson
smiled faintly, "just to keep things going a little
bit, I'll raise it another five."
Farley looked at his hand, and then with a
shake of tae head threw down his cards, saying:
"There's no need of me staying in. I haven't
a pair;''
"Me gottee velly goodee ha_nd, so be," Hop declared, looking very innocent. This caused a titter among the spectators, for
several of them knew the Chinaman so well that
they knew he was only :trying to lead Jones on.
He-.raised it another five, and then Jones smil•
ingly said:
•~I think I'll call you, Hop Wah. You say you
have a good hand nd I know I have one that is
hard to beat, though, of ~ourse, it can be beaten.
What have you got?"
. ,
"Me gottee· thle queens and um pair of deuces.''
"Oh, I'm sorry for you, but you lose. I have
three kings and a pair of aces/'
"AUee -light, me no care· me gottee plenty
money," and Hop laughingiv nodded as Jonea
raked in the not.
I,

YOUNG WILD WEST DIVIDING THE GOLD Fancy Farley gathered up the ·cards and began
shuffling them, for it was his deal. His way of
doing things was to let three or. four pots go to
his ovponents before · he did any cheating, i;o , he
simply shuffled squarely and dealt in the same
way. H3p happened to get an ace, .so he slipped
it in the sleeve of his coat a'.long with the two
that were already there. He had put up five dollars for the ante this time, for te was quite will-.
ing to lose several hundred in order to nurse the
thing along. The others came in, and Hop, having
a pair of ten.s, called for three, but only discarded two to make up for the ace he had stolen.
It was easy for him to do thi!i, of course, and
probably it might have been just as easy for
either of the two men he was playing with, · for
they certainly were sharpers for fair.
Hop did not better his hand any, but he made
a bet of five dollars just the same. It happened
that this time neither had much, but Jones raked '
in the pot with a pair of kings. It was Hop's
deal now. and he handled the cards in a way that
told how slick he could be if he wanted to. He
stole the other ace from the pack rig-ht before the
eyes of . Farley and Jones, as well as those who
were watching him around the table. But he .did
not try to do any cheating a& far as the dealing
went, and the result was that no _one got very
much of a hand, and Farley won about forty dollars. It was the little man's turn to deal again,
and as he picked up the cards and began shuffling them over with his eyes turned so he could
see what was under, Hop watched him smilingly.
Over and over the pack went, and when the
clever Chinee saw that Jones seemed to be surprised at something, he knew what he was looking for. Probably he meant to fix the cards for
fair this time, and wanted to locate the aces. But
as the aces were rtot in the pack, it w;:i.'s impossible
for him to do so. Of course, he had no chance to
m~ke a sure . thing .that they were not there, so
he proceeded with the shuffling and let the Chinaman make th;! cut. But one thing Jones had done,
and that was to get 'the four kings himself, while
he gave Farley four queens and Hop the four
jacks. Not being able to locate the aces, he had
chosen the kings for himself. He made the deal
in the usual way, and gave Farley three of the
queens and Hop three of the jacks cold, while he
dealt himself the four kings pat. Farley had
chipped in a dollar for the ante, but Hop r a ised
it five, acting very much as though he 1'a..d a very
goo<,i h.and.
·
·
Farley. made it five :more, and then it . went
around two or three times before the draw w1,1s
made, ·and then there was as much as forty dollars on the board. Farley drew two cards, and
so .qid .Hop, while .the dealer stood pat, . no doubt
for the purpose of trying to make Farley and
Hop believe he either had a full hand or a flush.
The 'fancy gambler looked sharply at · the little
man who :resembled a parson, but failed to £eceive a glance from him that ~uld give him an
inkling of what was going on. Hop was as innocent as an owl. 'He was holding four _jacks, and
he knew quite well.that the dealer had given them
to him for ·the. ;purpqse ~f . making him bet his
pile . . Very easily he changed the four jacks for
the four aces he had -concealed _in his sleev.e, and
then wlien Farley made a bet of ten dollars he
calmly raised it to fifty. Nothing' 'could have

suited Jones any better, and he lifted, it another ·
fifty. Again Farley tried to catch the little man'• ,
eye, for he knew that a job had been put up, but
could not tell whether he was supposed to win the
· pot or the dealer himself.
.
,
However, he decided to take the chances, so he ·
rai~ed it ltnother fifty. Then Hop lifted it a·:
hm:idred. Both 'men looked sharply at the Chinaman then, but the serene looking countenance
failed to give them the least particle of· inforrna- .
tion. However, it was evident that Jones had-his
suspicions, and was no doubt thinking of the aces ·
he had •failed to find in the deck. It went on
around, each raising it • until there was over a
thousand dollars on the table, and jui,t then Young
Wild West and his partners entered and j-0ine4
the crowd about the table. Neither said anything,
for they could tell by the looks on the faces of
those standing about that a stiff g'ame was m. ,
progress. When they got close enough to see
the big pile of money on the table, they knew it
for a fact. Hop always had as much as twc..
thousand dollars on his person, and when it came
his turn to raise again he counted out a thousand
dollars and placed it on the board.
"Hold on, my heathen friend!" Jones exclaimed,
for the first time losing his conwosure. "Don't go
it quite so stiff as all 1<hat. There may have been
a mistake made, and if it proves so, I'll see to it
that you don't get the pot."
"Lat allee light, Misler Parson," the Chinaman
answered smilingly. "If um mi.stakee made, you
makee um mistakee. Me laisee um bet um thou-·
sand dollee."
Jones settled back in his chair, and then threw
down his hand.
"I'm out!" he exclaimed.
. "So am I_," declared Farley.
, As quick as a flash Hop drew the four jacka
from his sleeve and slipped the aces in their place.
Then he laid down his hand and exclaimed:
''.Me §'ottee four lillee jacks. Me velly smartee
Chmee.
,~
He scooped in the pot, while the two gamblera
looked at each other in dismay.

CHAPTER VI.-Dan Huffer ·Is Foiled by the
.
Clever Chinee.
.
"Well, Fancy Far ley," Dan Huffer called out
jubilantly, "I reckon you aint' done very much
with. the -heathen Chinee, have you?"
"Oh, the game isn't over yet, Dan," cam~ the
reply. ·
._
.
Jones did not say a word for several seconds.·
Th'en he reached over and grabbed the scattered
cards. As he did this Hop not only pushed the
five cards he had won with toward him, but also
the four aces, which he cleverly slipped from hi11
sleeve without being seen. .Jones gathered them
a~l up and straightened them out, and then laying
his hand upon the top of the pack, he looked·
squarely at the Chinaman and said:
.
"Hop Wah, I'll bet you a thou.sand dollars thal
there are one or more cards missing from the ..
pack."
,
"Lat velly muchee easy," the Chinaman a.·
swered, with a laugh. "Maybe you takee a card.• ..
"No, I didn't take any of the -cards. They &N
all there a s far as I a!Jl concerned. But to
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lt more plain, I'll wage1· that the four aces · are must have cheated you, or you tried to cheat him.
not there."
I don't know which. Anyhow, it shows plainly
"How you knowee lat?"
that you had looked the pack of cards over in
"Well, to be honest with you, I looked the deck wliat you thought to be· a - thorough manner; . or
over when I was dealing the last time, and I you wouldn't have wagered a thousand ·dollars
couldn't find an ace. I have reasons to believe that the aces w-ire not there."
that you have them concealed on your person."
"I'll admit that I looked them· over when I
"You makee velly muchee mistakee, Misler Par- deaii. That is.man's priviJege if he's able to do it
son. Me velly honest Chinee. Me no chatee.''
with'o ut .any one being aware of it."
.. "No, of course not," and Jones laughed lightly,
"Oh, jt is, eh?"
though hjs face was slightly pale. "But," he went
"It certainly it."
on, earnestly, "if you are game, put up a thousand
_ "You mean from tJ,.e standpoint of a cheating
dollars. I'll see to it that you don't have the gambler."
.
chance to put the stolen cards in the pack now,
. "You can call it tliat ·way if y·ou like, boy. But
though I have my' hand on it."
.
"Allee light, = ·e bettee you um. thousa_nd dollee who are you, anyway? No one ~ked you to inter.,.
fere here:''
.
lat um four ac ~s in um pacl~." ·
"I just told you that I was the employer 'of our
·· Then the Chinaman coolly counted out a thou- heathen . friend here . . My name is Young Wild
sand dollars and pushed it toward the little man. West."
· "This is getting what I call mighty interestJones did not appear at all disturbed or the
mg."· remarked Fancy Far-ley. "Jones, it seems least bit surprised. ,He silµply acted~ if he had
that we have stacked up against one of the gamest never heard of' such a persnn as Younir°Wild West
card players that ever. was known."
.
b f
d h ki
· I ?::.
d f
·1
"He's game, all right, but here's where ·r am ' e ore, an s a ng h~s · ie...... an orcing a smi e,
he
answered:
going to win a thousand dollars, just the same,"
was the confident reply.
· "Well, that doesn't imply a great deal. A pe. Then Jones counted out a thousand, showing culiar sort of .name you have, but maybe it was
that he had plenty more money with him, and cov- adopted by you just because you let your hair
ered what Hop had placed on the table..
·
grow long and carry a gun."
· "Now tli.en, my heathen friend, we'll see if the
"You're wrong there. I didn't give myself the
four aces are here or not," he said, as he lifted name I·bear, so I can't help it. But, anyhow, it's
up the pack of cards.
good enough for me. Now then, stranger, I reckon
"Me · showce Y0-\1.," Hop answered quickly as you had · better take the foousand dollars back."
he made an attempt to take the ca:ds from' the
''O.h, I'll do that if the. Chinaman is willing to
Dian's hand.
.
· ,. give. it,, to me. Anything to keep peace in the
"Oh, no.1" .,.
. d , 1augh'1ng1y. "If I farmly.
...ones exc l a1me
·"H ·
· h ' b k h'
,,
·
let you h~ve the· pacl~ in your hand, the four
." Hop, give 1 m ac is mone~.
, . ,,
aces certamly would l;>e there when they . were
. e allee samee chate_e, M1sler Wlld, the
turned over. But I am going to do the searchirlg." C~!11~m~n decl!"red.
.
.
· Then he began turning the cards over, one at a
That s all right. Bu,t Y,!)U. cheated him, too. He
time. The first five happened to be the hand Hop thought the aces were not m the deck, an,d -you
had held when he raked in the pot. The next card · knew they were when you made the b~t. That
was the ten of diamonds. Then the ace of hearts means tha~ YO,'f both ~heated, or were bettmg upon
turned up, much to the surprise of Jones. A smile a !ure thmg.
showed upon the face of Fancy Farley, fo;r he
Allee light, Misler Wild," and Hop promptly
knew then that the little man clever as he thought pushed over the thousand dollars.
•
he was, was going to lose.' The ace of spades . · But he was more tha:µ satisfied, since the young
tu-r ned up next, and then the -ace of clubs. With deadshot did not force him to give up the amount
a . hand that trembled slightly, Jones turned the he had ta~en with the four jacks. There was no
next card. It was the ace of diamonds.
•
more poker playing- -in which the clever Chinee
: "I lose," he said, faintly, as he leaned back in took part that evening. Young Wild West and
his chair. "But I'm a good loser. · That money is his partners remained at the Gazoo until ~omeyours, Hop W ab.''
..
·
thing like ten o'clock, and then they left the place
"Velly muchee 'bligee," and Hop reached out · and went back to the Murdock house, nothing of
and picked up the two thousand dollars.
~
importance occurring while they were there. It
At this juncture Wild stepped over and, point- seemed that Dan Huffer and Wilkins, his pard,
·Inf, a finger at the little -man, said:
had no desire to get into further trouble with the
- 'Stranger,! don't know you, but it seems to me young deadshot, and the two gamblers certainly
that you're a pretty stiff hand at gambling. Did behaved themselves nicely.
any one tell you. that this Chinaman wa~ a genu. While th8J"e was lots of fun, there was nothing
ine ca~d shai;p, and that any_on~ who tr,1ed to get like a quarrel to start, and bent upon settling the
the best of him would make a mistake?
claim dispute the following day, Youn~ Wild West
"I believe the gentleman on {llY left said some- retired and slept soundly. But Hop did not think
thing to that effect," .Tones answered, doing his of going away from the Gazoo as early as ten
best to remain quite cool. "But who are· you, any- o'clock. While he could get no one to play cards
how? I'm sure you can't be concerned ih this with him, he managed by his cleverness to win a
business.''
few wagers, and shortly before twelve o'clock he
"I'm concerned to a certain extent, for it hap- started from the place. At the same time Huffer.
pens that the Chinaman is in my employ, and I and Wilkins announced that they were going to
always make it a point to make him give back any their ~m. Hop was not mor ' than a J:iundred
money he wins by cheating at cards. He certainly yards from the hotel when it struck him that he
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had left his handkertjiief upon the bar after per~
:
forming the last trick.
He . retraced his steps, and as he was nearing
the building he saw something sliding down from
one. of the upper windows. It being a rather curious way ,to leave the house, the Chinaman decided
to investigate. Dodging along among the trees,
which happened to bE: at that end of the building,
he quickly reached the. scane, and was just in
time to see a man standing upon the ground,
while some one above _was in the act of pulling up
a rope.
"It's all right, pard," he hea1·d the man say, and
then he recognized him as being no other nian
than Dan Huffer.
Knowing that he was an enemy of Young Wild
West, Hop Wah decided to follow him and see
what was meant by his leaving the hotel in such
a mysterious manner.
Huffer went around to the shed at the rear, and
was not long in saddling his horse. While he was
doing this Hop saddled another horse. It made no
difference who the horse belonged to, but he knew
pretty well that it was owned by Brown. When
Huffer rode away the Chinam~ was right after
him, of course, being careful not to get close
enough to him to make known the fact that he
was following. No doubt the villain, who was
bent upon getting poison from the Indian camp
so he might get rid of the two prospectors who
were occupying the claim he declared to be rightfully his, thought he was very sharp, but . there
was someo}\e decidedly sharpe1· right upon his
heels now. Huffer rode in at a rapid pace after
leaving the collection of shanties that formed the
little town of Weston behind him, and Hop, bent
upon seeing it through, followed him.
In less than half an hour the Indian camp was reached. But Huffer met with a disappointment
here, for when he roused some of them and asked
that one of -the old squaws should furnish him
with some medicine, he was rudely turned down.
Even though he offered money, he could not induce them to let him have a hearing with one of
the squaws. This was no doubt due to the fact
that he went so far as to tell them that he wanted
something that was deadly poison. Hop was near
· enough in hiding to hear the conversation, and he
was much mystified, though he thought that probably the villain meant to try and poison Young
Wild West.
Huff~r turned back disgustedly, but still bent
upon disposing of the two men who occupied the
claim. He decided to sneak up close to the camp
of Ned Davis and Martin Howe on the way back,
and when he neared it he dismounted, and tying
his horse in a little grove, he proceeded on foot
to• the claim. Hop Wah, the clever Chinee, was
right at his heels now. The Chinaman had heard
enough to make him understand that the disputed
claim was somewhere near that point, and now
he began to understand why Huffer wanted to
buy the poison at the Indian camp. The villain
had no difficulty in getting very close to the tent
that was occupie~ by the two men, whq no doubt
were sleeping, smce nothing could be seen of
either of them. There was no light burning, but
it happened to be moonlight, and the scene was
illuminated fairly well.
Huffer crept up close to the tent, and after
listening for a few minutes, was satisfied that he

•

could hear the regular breathing of two men.
This meant that 'both were · sound asleep. He
pulled the bowie knife he carried at •his belt, and
after looking around for a moment made up his
mind to put an end to the two if possible, and thus
settle the dispute forever. He felt that even
though the blame might be laid to him, he could
prove to the satisfaction of everyone that he had
not left the Gazoo that night, and this would
mean that someone else had murdered the two
prospectors mysteriously. It is quite easy for a
man to make himself believe almost anything,
especially when he thinks he is going to be benefited by what he desires to do. Huffer was thinking that way just then, and the more he thought
the more he convinced himself that the thing
could be done. He moved arourid behind the tent,
and then after again listening, cut a slit in theback of it, and, prying open the canvas, peered
inside. The flap was not closed exactly, and there
was just light enough streaming in for him to see
the two men lying upon their blankets sound
,asleep.
Bringing his knife into play again, he cut a
cross slit, and then cut the former one all the way
to the bottom of the canvas. There was now
ample room for him to get inside, and, drawing
hi.s revolver, he held it in . his left hand, so he
might be able to use it in case he had no chance
to use the knife on both men. Thrusting his head .
and shoulders through the aperture, he gi:ipped
his knife firmly, and was .just about to advance
to the nearest of the two sleepers when-- Bang!
A loud report sounded almost directly behind him,
' and with a cry of dismay h'e drew back his head
and ran as if for his life. It was Hop Wah who
had · fired the shot, as might be supposed. Realizing the intentions of the villain, the Chinaman
had waited until he thought it was time to act,
and then feeling sure that the discharge of his
pistol would check Huffer in what' he intended to
do, he aimed the weapon over his head and fired.
He hardly expected to see the villain beat such a
hasty retreat, however, so before he made an attempt to stop him he had disappeared behind a
rock. Knowing that the two would quickly show
themselves, and fearing that 'they might mistake
him for a thief, the Chinaman called out:
"Hip hi! Me allee samee Young Wild West's
Clevee Chinee.''
~Great Scotti" a voice exclaimed, and then Ned
Davis appeared before him, revolver in hand.
"Evelythling allee light," Hop said, as he arose
· ·
·to his feet.
-Martin Howe came around the other side of the
tent, also holding a revolver.
"Lightee matchee,'.' suggested the Chinaman.
Howe did so. T,hen Hop pointed to the rear of
the tent, where it had been slashed by Huffer.
"Who did that?" came the query.
"Bad Melican ·man allee samee wantee killee
·
you," was the reply.
.
"What!" cried Davis, in surprise.
"Allee samee Dan Huffee. He comee here and
wantee killee you. He go to um ledskins' camp
and tly buy some poison, but he no gittee, so he
comee here and wantee killee you with um knife.
•
Velly bad Melican . man."
The two men could. hardly believe what the
Chinaman said. But when they had questioned
him for a few min~tes and received answers they
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were quite satisfied that he was telling the truth.
"Now Jen," Hop said, when he knew he had convinced them, "you no tellee somebody 'boutee lis
till Young Wild West comee. Me tellee him allee
'boutee. Me velly sma.i-tee Chinee. Me see bad
Melican man gittee outtee um window at um Gazoo. Me fol ee him and findee outtee evelythling." ·
Astounded · at what had happened, and feeling
very thankful for what the Chinaman had done
for them, the two men urged him to remain at
.their camp until morning. But Hop knew pretty
well that the villain would not venture back again
that night, so a.fter assuring them that he must
certainly go back to the Murdock house, he bade
them good-night, and finding his horse where he
had left it, mounted it and rode away.
/

CHAPTER VII.-..:Hop Tells ,What Happened the
Night Before.
·
Hop rode back to the stable of the Gazoo, and
he managed to put away the horse without letting anyone know anything about it. He also
took pains to discover that Buffer's horse was
there, too. Then he went on quietly to the Murdockhouse, and, without disturbing anyone, found
his sleeping quarters and turned in. Wing was
aJready there, but he slept so soundly that even if
the clever Chinee· had made considerable noise it
would not have disturbed him any. It was not
until the bell rang for brakfast in the morning
that Hop awoke. Then as he raised up and looked
around him it flashed upon him what had hapvened in the dead of the night.
.
"Me tellee Misler Wild velly muchee quickee,"
was the first thought.
,
Then he looked and saw his brother lying flat
upon his back, mouth open and still sound asleep.
"Gittee' uppee!" he exclaimed, as he gave h jm a
smart slap on the side of the face. "You allee
samee lazy Chinee."
Before Wing could get at him he leaped out of
the sleeping quarters, which was nothing more
· than a small building in the rear of the house.
Hop ran around to the front, and had the satisfactiion of seeing Wild, Charlie and Jim standing
on the little porch watching the sun rise.
"Hello, Hop!" the young deadshot called out.
"You came around the house in somewhat of a
hurry. What's the trouole ?"
"Me wantee te1lee you somethling velly muchee
quickee, Misler Wild," was the reply.
"You do, ~h? What is .it?"
"Me findee outee somethling last night."
The young deadshot was more than interested
now, for he could tell by the Chinaman's manner
that he had something of importance to relate.
"Go ahead and tell u s abQJlt it," he said. "You
don't mind if Charlie and Jim hear it, of course."
"Lat allee light. Me wantee lem hear, Misler
Wild. Me havee velly bigee timee, so be."
Then in his own way he related how he had left
the hotel, and on going .back .had discovered D~n
Huffer getting out of a window of the upper story
of the building. He went right on without being
interrupted, and told the whole thing, while the
young deadshot and his two partners listened in
amazement. When he had finished some questiona
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were asked him, and all three were convinced that
he had told a true story, though a strange one,
beyo'nd ·the shadow of a doubt.
"W~ll, that's the greatest; thing I ever heard I"
Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed. "What in thunder
will happen rext, I wonder? That sneakin' coyote
tried to git pizen from the Injuns, did he? Well,
I'll give the lnjuns a whole lot of credit for not
wakin' up one of the squaws an' letting him 'have
it, Then he wasn't satisfied an' tried to git at 'em
with his knife. Well, them two prospectors was
mighty lucky to strike it rich on that claim, an'
they're mighty lucky that they're livin' now. They
oughter thank you a whole lot, Hop, blamed if
they hadn't."
"Ley allee samee thlankee . me velly · muchee,
Misler Charlie."
"Oh, I s'pose they did."
·
"Misler Wild, me tellee !em lat ley no say somethling 'boutee whattee happen till you comee."
"Very thoughtful in you. I'm glad you did
so," the young deadshot declared. Just as soon as
we get breakfast we'll go over and have a talk
with them. I reckon I'll arrange a way to settle
the claim dispute and divide tile gold that is there,
and it won't take me all day, either."
After thinking for a m_o mait, Wild decided not
to say anything to the girls or old man Murdock
about tile matter.
•
"Hop," he said, shaking his finger warningly,
"don't you mention this to a living soul. The three
of us are enough to know it for the present. We'll
wait until va have made arrangements for settling up the dispute, and then everybody can know
it."
"Allee light, Misler Wild. Me no say somethling. Me velly smartee Chinee."
'
"Go ahead ·and take a good wash and get your
breakfast. Then you can go over to the claim
with us."
The Chinaman gave. a nod and quickly disappeared around the house. He found his brother,
the cook, in the act of drying himself with a coarse
towe.l after .having introduced his hands an face
to a pail of water. Wing frowned at him, for he
was still rather sore about being so rudely awakened.
-"Whattee· matter, my fool blother?" Hop asked,
innocently. ·
"Shuttee uppee," was the reply.
•
"Allee light. You no gottee cookee um bleakfafst lis morning. Lat makee you allee . samee
mad."
.
. Wing s~id nothing, but made his way promptly
mto -the kitchen, wher e the breakfast was await•ing the two. In a few minutes Hop joined him,
and then after a little banter the two made the
best of a very good meal. As soon as he had
swallowed his coffee, Hop made his way arqµnd
to the front of the house, where he found Wild,
Charlie and Jim. Arietta was on the porch, too
and when she saw them about to Mave, she called
out: ·
"Try and fix things up right, Wild."
"You bet I will, little girl ," was the reply. "I
have already about made up my mind as to how
the gold shall be divided. But I think I'll wait until about this afternoon before I .d<rit. When I
come back we'll let it be known all over the town
about, it, and then perhaps there will be quite a
crowd to go ove to the disputed claim."
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As the four started to walk ove:i; to the disputed
claim they saw as many as a dozen men going to
their worR, for there was still here and there a
claim that was panning out sufficient to make a
Hving for those who worked it. The majority of
the men bli\de our friends a cheery good-mornmg,
but there were some of them who acted as if
they- w:ere inclined to ignore the young deadshot
and his partners. But it could hardly be expected
that everybody should be an admirer of dashing
Young Wild West.
-The very fact that he was . always fair and
square _and ever ready to_sticl< up for the right,
and could outshooted any one he had ever seen
when the occasion demanded it, ·was enough to
mal<e . enemies io,r . him. They were not long in
reaching the -clafm ·that was occupied by Davis
and Howe. T.he ·tw..o men had seen them coming,
and were waiting with no little eagerness.
.
· "Good-morning, gentlemen," the young deads)lot called out, i11 his cool and easy way. "I
heard you were awakened in. the ni_g,ht by a shot
t;hat was fired close to your tent."
: "Yes, and it certainly made my hair stand up,"
answered Martin Howe.
• "When we found it was your clever Chinee who
had fired the shot we both felt a lot relieved,"
Ned Davis added. _• 1•~ut how 'are ·you feeling this
morning, Young Wild West-?"·
.
'.' Fine," and Wild promptl~ . shook ~ands ~th
both of them, and then Charhe and Jim followed
suit.
.
·
- Hop did not offer to come any closer, but the
two-lucky prospectors ran to him and' 'fairly hugted him. "You're all right, Hop," Davis declared. "I'm
going to tell you right here that I never took a
great deal of stock in the Chip.amen I came across,
. out w.hen I learned the sort of fellow you are, I
changed my mind."
"Velly muchee 'bligee," Hop retorted, smilingly.
"Me allee samee velly smartee Chinee.
"Indeed you are. But I suppose you told Ydung
Wild West and his partners just what happened
here last night."
•
. "Me tellee allee 'boutee, so be."
· "But you had better tell us your story," Wild
S#lid, nodding to the two men.
, "We'll do that soon enough. We had an early
breakfast this morning, and have been waiting
for you to come over: Now then, we'll tell you all
we know about it, which isn't much. We were
both sound asleep when we were aroused by .a report that seemed as loud as a cannon l;\t the time.
When we ran out of the tent we were m at by
your Chinaman, and we heard' a horse galloping
away. That is really all we can tell you, as far
as our personal experience goes."
"I see," Wild answered, nodding his head. "Hop
told "you how Dan Huffer went over to the Indian
camp to try a;nd get some poison for the purpose
of killing you, didn't he?"
"Yes, he told us that."
"And failing to get the poison, he sneaked up
and cut a hole ~n t1!-e back of rour tent for the
purpose of creeping m and puttmg an end to you
while Y')U were sleeping."
"Yei; ; come around here and we'll show you
where he cut the tent."
They followed Davis and saw where th·e, tent
bad been slashed ..

"Well, gentlemen," Wild said, after thinking
for a moment, "you can depend upon it that Hop
Wah told nothing but the truth. Dan Huffer
showed his hand for fair last night. The proper
thing to do with him is to capture him and take
him before the justice of the peace, who would
.quickly draw a "'jury, and the chances are it would
be short shift with the scoundrel. But I don't
want to do that just yet. I think we had better
let him go a little further. He's bent upon getting
possession" of this claim, and -no doubt he has
quite a few in Weston who will b~ck him up. That
means .that there is going to be a little excitement, •
and excitement is just what us fellows are looking
for. Now you go right ahead w~th ·your work Just
as if nothing ahd happened, -and leave the whole
thing to us."
.• Both men nodded and showed their pleasure at
what the boy said. But Howe suddenly became
rather serious, and shaking his head doubtingly, '
he said:
· "Suppose it shouid h~ppen that Dan Huffer got
the · majority on his side, what then?"
"That wouldn't make an article of dift'erence,"
the young deadshot -answered, smilin~ly. "But I
hardly th~ he'll be able to get a maJority of the men on his side. He'll probably get those who are
known to be rascals, and from what old man
Murdock has told me, there are not a great many
of that sort.here just now. We'll take care of ·
them all right. I was just telling the girls before
we left that I am going to push matters in · this
game and take . full•charge. I am going to settle
the displ,!te here and · divide the gold."
"Divide the gold I" Davis echoed.
"Yes, and you can bet it will be divided rightly,
too."
·
"Maybe you thin_k it would be better to •giye
Huffer half of what there is here."
• "I don't think anything of the sort. But don't
ask me any questions about it just now. Just
wait."
·
The two men were ·somewhat puzz1ed, but neither ventured to· ask anything further about the proposed division. Hop was now anxious to leave
the claim .
"Misler Wil_d ," he !'!aid, "me Iikee go tuom Gazoo
and see um ga~blers.
,·
: "See here, Hop,"the young deadshot retorted,
sharply, "I don't want you to get in any.gambling
game with any one, no matter who he is, while
we stay in Weston. While I am pretty sure that .
those two fellows· you were playing poker· with
last night are ·thieves and crooks, as far as ordinary gambling games go, I am not going to allow
you to play 'with them again. Of course, you
could get the -best of them, but it seems entirely
unnecessary for anything of the kind to happen,
so just let them alone.''
·
"Allee light, Misler Wild. Me no plaf some
more draw pokee, len:"
"See to it that you don't. Try and behave yourself while you're here. There are quite a few
old-timers who think a whole lot ·of you, and there
is no need of your doing anything to make themchange their opinion."
"Maybe he's got a pain ari' wants to git over
there to git somethin' what's· good for it," Cheyenne Charlie said, a grin on his tanned and
weather-beaten face.
"Lat light, Misler Charlie. Me allee samee got--
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tee ·:velly , muchee pain. Me wantee lillee dlop of
tanglefootJ'
,
'. 1Let'so stop at the Gazoo on the way back," Jim
Da·r t suggested. · "It won't take us much out of
our way."
"All. right," Wild answered, good-naturedly.
"I'm willing to almost anything. We'll stop there,
and if the two gamblers show . up· we'll have a:
little talk with them. Maybe I can convince them
that, Weston is a poor place to· ply their trade.That fellow who looks like a dominie is far more
slick than -the other one, I think. I have 1;1,n ·ided
that he might go deeper foto villainy than cheating at car.ds, if he found a good opportunity."
"We need something from the store, so one of
us will go over with you," Howe said, looking at
. his partner.
•
"You go, Martin," was the quick reply. "I was
over •to the post-office yesterday afternoon, and
it's your turn to leave the camp now."
"All right, if it suits you, it's suits me."
Howe looked over the supplies they had in camp,
and then quickly made a memorandum of what
was needed. Then he announced that he was
• ready to go with the young deadshot and his companions.
•
"I re~irnn you won't be disturbed inside an hour
or two, anyhow," Wild • s1:1,id, nodding to Davis.
"We'll be watching Da_n \'I'Iuffe:r pretty well, and if
he ,starts this way Y!'U ·can bet there will be some
one after him in a nur-ry."
Davis was soon left alone, and he proceeded to
fix µp the camp. It was not more than twenty
minutes later when he happened to look down to
the left in a little gully. Much to his surprise he
saw Dan Huffer walking that way and acting
very much · as if he was friendly. Davis was not
- exactly wha.1; might be called a brave man, and
his face· paled instantly. He felt of his revolver
and .found it was ready, and then resolving to qo
his best with the villain, he waited. Huffer
paused when he was yet a hundred yards from the
camp on the claim.
"Hello; there!" he calle_d out.
"What do you want?" Davis asked, turning
and looking at him sharply.
"I want to -talk business with you. Maybe this
here dispute kfo be settled mighty easy."
.
Then the villain walked quickly to the spot
where the prospector was standing.
"Where's your pard ?" he said, looking around
questioningly.
"He's around somewhere," was the off-handed
reply . .
"Call him, won't yer? What I've g9t to say
ought" to · _b e heard by him, too. I'm a fair an'.
square man in spite of what any one might have·
told you. I'll admit that I've been -goin' it a little
strong,, an' maybe I've done some wrong. After
havin' a good night's sleep I've thought it over,
an' I've decided that the best thing to do is to settle this thing among ourselves. You oughter be
williri' to take me in on a half share. The.- claim
belongs to me by rights, anyhow, an' I don't see
how you kin back down at the propo.!!ition."
"I'll tell you, Huffer," Davis .answered, speaking .,slowly, "we have placed the matter in the
hands of Young Wild West, and he is going to
settle the ,dispute and divide the gold, so he says."
"Divide the gold, eh?" and Huffer gave a start
of surprise.
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"That's what he said a little while ago. He was
just over here."
"Jest over here!" and the villain · showed fiJr.i
ther surprise. Al'Ound ·early, eh? I thoµght ·1 .
was a putty early bird.".
·
''Oh, it isn't so · very early. It's past seven'
o'clock." ·
·
"Yes, thatis· true, too. I slept putty sound last'
night. .Didn't hardly• turn over in the bed after
I went to my room about twelve o'clock."
Davis felt like telling him he lied, but of course
refrained from doing so.
"I don't know why you wanted to let Young
Wiid" West have anything , to do with this busi.ness," the villain said, after a pause. "Jest 'cause
he's somethin' of a dead shot an' is a whole lot
thought of by a few don't mean that he's goin'
to run the whole earth. What's the kid got .to do J
with it, anyhow?"
.
·
"I can't help that. We decided to let him take
charge of the matter 1a1,nd settle it."
"Well, I don't mind tellin' you that it kin only'
be settled in one way. · If it ain't settled at all it
means that you an' your pard itikely to be buried
somewhere around here, an' · a mighty short
time, too. You can't live an' old the claim.''
Then with a wave of his hand as if there was
no use in talking any further, Huffer turned and
walked away, while Davis breathed a sigh of relief. As soon as the villain knew he could no
longer ·be seen by Davis, he broke into a run and
was not long in reaching the rear of the Gazoo
hotel.
'
CHAPTER VIII.-,-Wild Settles the Claim Di•
pute.
Young Wild West and his partners, with H~
~ah and Howe, the miner, were.not long in reach~
ing Brown's Gazoo. Howe occasionally took .a
drink, so when Cheyenne Charlie invited him to
come in and have something, he accepted. There
happened to be but one man in the bar-room with
the exception of Bill, the bartender, and he was.
one of the regulars who usually came the first
thing in the morning and remained untH late at
night.
"Good-morning, Young Wild West," he called
out. "I hope you're feelin' fine this mornin'.'' .
0I'm feeling all right, I reckon;" was -the reply,
for Wild detested a "bum," though he rather
pitied a man who had lost all respect for himself.
"What are you goin' to take, Howe?" Cheyenne Charlie asked, turning to the miner.
"Oh, I don't know," was the reply, with a shrug
of the shoulders. · "I am not mu~ at drinking,.
but now and then. I take something for my stomach's sake, as the saying goes."
":Well, most likely your stomach needs a -little
drop of tanglefoot jest" now.''
"Quite likely it does.''
"All right, then; I'll take the same.''
"Me takee lillee tangelfoot, too, so be," Hop
chirped, as he came forward, smilingly.
•~Bill," our hE!'ro said, nodding to the bartender
"I reckon •a cigar won't hurt me jest about now."
"I'll take a cigar, too," Jim called out.
The order was. soon filled, and just as Charlie
was paying for it, Fancy Farley and J ·ones, the.
two gamblers, came out of the dininsr-room and
naused to look at those at th .. hsu•

.
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·: "Good-morning, everybody!" the i¢nisterialJones showed great surprise, and after looking
looking man said, pleasantly, at the same time at the other gambler for a minute or two, he shook
tipping his hat.
his head and then walked out of the place.
All returned the salutation with the exception
"Come on, boys," the young deadshot said.
of the scout, who, with a sneering look, stepped - "We'll go outside and get ready for business."
toward the speaker.
They all went out upon the porch of the hotel
"Say," he said, "who did you take your hat off arid wer& ju:,t in time to see half ·a dozen men -conto?"
,
gregatel:l"under a tree a short distance away. Two
"You, for one," was the quick reply.
of them they recognized right away. They were
· "Well, nobody don't have to take · their hat off Dan Huffer and Wilkins: The others were some
to me. I'm Cheyenne Charlie, from old Cheyenne, bad characters who lived in Weston. They were
an' · when I once git started I does things Uf, all talking earnestly, and presently t\ley ~rned
brown. If you don't believe it, jest ask Brown.' and walked away. Wild knew that in all proba"You certainly do not feel like doing me up bility they were heading for the claim that was in
this morning, do you?" .
· • dispute, so nodding to his partners, he saicl:
:•To tell the truth, I do. I ain't got no use for
"Now t~en, I reckon we'll go over and divide the
a galoot what rigs himself up like a dominee an' gold. I don't know just how much has been taken
then goes around cheatin' people at playin' cards." out of the hole the two men have dug in the
"Hold on, Charlie," Wild spoke. up. · "It isn't ground, but you can bet your life I'll divide it in
necessary to start any trouble with this fellow the right way."
this morning. We have got some other people to
"I hope you don't give Huffer any, Wild," the
look after, so we'll let him be for a wnile."
"Very kind of you, Young Wild West," Jones scout declared, shaking his .head.
said sneeringly. "But it happens that I am qune
"Never you mind, Charlie. I am sure you will
able to take care of myself. I don't mind an in~ be satisfied when the thing is done."
sult when it comes from an ignorant source, so
They had to pass close to the store in order to
there really is no need of me saying anything get over o the disputeo. claim, and as they came
further."
to it Howe and Sam Murdock came out, followed
"All right," Charlie said, getting rather angry. by Arietta, who locked the door of the building
"You jest wait till we straighten up business at and put the key in her pocket.
this disputed claim, an' then maybe you'll git
"We're going with you, Wild," the ' girl called
about ten minutes to git out of Weston.'' ·
out, as she ran up to h er dashing young lover.
·'I don't admire the place enough to remain very
"Oh, all right, Et," was the repty. "You want
long, anyhow. I did think there were quite a to see how the division of the gold is going to be
few sports here when I took the stage from Dead- made, I suppose."
wood. But I'm convinced now that I made a big
"Yes, Wild, I'm very anxious about that."
mistake."
"All right, little girl, come right along, then.
Fancy Farley smiled when this was said, but Sam, you feel as if you would like to take a part
made no comment. He merely nodded to those in it, too, eh?"
present, and then walked over and looked out of
"You kin bet your life I do, Wild," the old man
a window.
' answered.
Howe soon excused himself and went on to t.he • ''All right, I reckon we won't need any more.
store, but for reasons 'of his own Young Wild There will be only about half a dozen to contend
West chose to remain. In a little while Wilkins, with. But I have made up my mind to settle this
the rascally pard of Dan Huffer, came in by way business in a very short time. Now then, we'll
of the rear door. He said nothing to Wild or his see if I am successful or not."
..
·
companions, but walking .over to Farley, whisHowe, with his o.rms full of the provisions he
pered something to him and then went on out.
had been buying, looked admiringly at the young
"Excuse me," Wild said, stepping· over to the deadshot, and went along over the path tli,at led
gambler, "but would you mind telling . me what to the claim. They had to go up quite a hill in
that fellow said to you?" ·
order to reach it, and there were so many rocks
"What's that?" and Fancy Farley gave a , vio- and formations of earth that at times they could
lent start.
not see the tent or the little derrick that was·
"I say would you mind telling me what that erected over the shaft that had been. sunk by the
man whispered to you just now?"
two miners. When they were within two hundred •
"Why--er-he told me that Dan Huffer wanted yards of it their view was shut off entirely.
to see me."
But when they turned an angle of the rock and ·
"Oh! Where is Dan Huffer?"
reached a comparatively level part of the ground,
"Somewhere around, I suppose?"
they saw Ned Davis standing near the derrick, a
"Well, suppose you go ·out and find out 'what. rifle in his hand and acting somewhat excitedly. A
Huffer wants, and then Jet me know. I have an few seconds later three m~n came out of the
idea he'll ask you for advice in some matters he tent and ran away, hiding themselves among the
is interested in."
rocks. Then three more appeared. They -were Dan
"I'd rather not have anything to do with it. I Huffer, and a rascally fellow who seemed braver
think I'd better stay here."
than the three who had fled.
"Oh, you don't want to meet Huffer, then?"
"Hey, there!" Wild called out. ''What's the
"Not just now. I am not in any game with trouble, Davis?"
him."
"Huffer has taken possession, so he says," came
"All right, Fancy Farley. Then see to it that the reply.
you stay right in the bar-room here."
·
"All right. Why don't ·you drive him off the
"I intend to st_!ly, Young Wild West.."'
claim?"
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"He won't go. Another thing, he has too many
men with him."
_ "He has, eh? Well, three have just run for
their lives. I reckon we'll mighty soon take care
of the others. The fact is I am going to attend
to it myself, and I don't want any one to help me."
"What are you goin' to do, Young Wild West?"
Dan· Huffer asked, putting on a boldness that he
did not feel.
Wild paused when he reached the derrick here
Davis :was standing.
"Now then, I want you to all say right here,"
he said, ignoring what the villain said. .
All hands noaded, for the manner in which the
boy spoke told them plainly that he was to have
his own way -about it. Then the young deadshot
• coolly started walking toward the tent before
which stood the three vfllains.
"Huffer," he said, pausing within fifty feet of
them, "if either of you fellows pulls a gun it will
be the la-st thing y.ou will ever do on earth. Please
understand that ."
,
"You ain't goin' to drive us off this claim, 'cause
it belongs ~ me," came the reply.
"I am gomg to settle that part of it, and I
trust it will he .done in a fair and square w.ay.
Now then, you ·heard what I said about the guns."
"Oh, we ain't goin' to do no shootin'."
"All right, see to it that you don't. I'll give
you the privilege of. putting up a fight any other
way, if you feel like doing it. But just touch a
gun and mine will bark in a hurry. You know
what that means, I suppose. You or whoever does
it will drop."
Huffer turned and whispered something to his .
two companions, •w ho promptly nodded and then
began picking up stones.
"Ah!" the young deadshot exclaimed, and theu
he turned and -nodded to those who were .standing
near the derrick. "They are going to stone me.
Well, we'll see how good I am' at dodging. But just
wait till I get near enough, and if I don't· wiP.e
that bunch up in a jiffy my name isn't Young Wild
West."
The fellow who had lent his eerviceS' to Huffer
and his pard suddenly let a. chunk of rQCk that
was half the size of a brick go at the boy. But
it was too heavy for him to throw it the full distance, and it struck the ground and bounded away.
"Stop that!" Wild cried, as he started for the
miners.
A shower of stones came at him. When they
saw how determined he was, they drew back.
"Knock 'em right an' lef_t, Wild!" yelled Cheyenne Charlie.
"Why don't you keep on th1·owing your stones?"
the boy caJled out, as he ran up to them.
"Hold on, Young Wild West!" H_µffer cried,
throwing up both hands. "I'm :willing to let you
settle the dispute and divide the gold, a s you said
you was goin' to do."
"You are, eh? WeJI, here's the way I am .going
to attend to you. Now then, put up your hands."
_ The villain drew back and partly covered his
face, for he CO\¥d tell that the young deadshot was
going to attack him with his fists. Biff! Spat!
Wild struck out with his right and followed it with
his·left, and the result was that Huffer went down
-from a poke in the ribs and a smash between the
eyes. Wilkins and the other man turned to flee.
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, "Hold on!" the bo:1r called out. "Run another
step and I'll shoot."
This stopped them instantly, and like the cowards they were, they turned and looked at him,
trembling like leaves.
"Can you fellows .fight?"' •the boy asked, turning from the man he had knocked down, both fists
clenched and his eyes blazing with excitement.
Before either of them could make a reply he
leaped forward and dealt Wilkins a stinging ,blow
on the chin with his left. Then as if it was really
in the same movement, he struck the other man
with his right and sent ,him staggering. Following up his advantage he~ mded three more .blows,
and both men were down, either unconscious or
afraid to rise. By this time Dan Huffer was in
a sitting posture. He was looking ai·ound him' in
a dazed way, and when he saw the boy coming
toward him he quickly dropped back and called
out:
''1.rve go.t enough. I told you I was willin' to let
you settle the dispute an' divide the gold.~ _Go
ahead an' do it, Young Wild West."
_
"All right, I'll do it at once. But I think we
should have some witnesses. I'll send Hop to get
them."
Hop quickly .came forward when he heard his
name mentioned, and the rest followed. The young
deadshot then .iorced- the three villains to get together and sit upon a flat rock close to the tent.
"Hop," he said, . "you just run over to the Gazoo and tell Fancy Farley, the gambler, that he ,
can leave the bar-room now and that he can come
over here. Tell him that ~I want him here. You
had better
the other gambler, too, and fetch
him along. Then get as many men as you can. · It
matters not whether they are good or bad. but
tell them to come here, as I am going to settle the
claim dispu~ right away. I want them as witnesses."
Hop understood every word that was said, and
_he ran away without delay. It took quite a few
minutes for him to show up again, and when he
did so tlie two gamblers and about twenty miners
belonging to the town were following. By this
time the three ·villains· had fully rix;overed themselves, though they all sported b,:uises on their
faces, sho'Ying the result of tlie blows Wild had
landed upon them. Bil1, the bartender, was in
the crowd, and. he quickly ran ahead of the rest,
calling out as he did so:
"Wild, the dominee didn't appear to want to
come, but I told him that the chances w~s that he
would git filled full of lead if he didn't, -so he
said he would. Here he is. I s'pose maybe you
want him for somethin'."
"I don't know as I want him any more than I
do the rest. I simply wanted a few witnesses,
that's all."
''If I can do anything for you, Young Wild
West, I'll only be too glad to do it," Jones spoke
up, meekly.
·
"Oh, you're feeling slightly different from what
you were when we last saw you."
"See here," and the man began talking in a
pleading way, "there i!'i no need of piling it on me.
You· know a s well as I do that a fellow has got to
make a living. If it happens that I can pose , as
a clergyman and make money at cards
doing
so, it doesn't harm any one, does it?"
"Only those you fleece, I suppose."
"Well, that's all right. A man shouldn't -'1:am-
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ble, anyhow, and· if he does he shouldn't mind it
if he loses."
"Never mind about that. I am not prepared to
argue the question now, Jones. The fact is I have
brought you all here to show you how I am going
to s·e ttle the claim dispute. Now then, I don't want
any one to say a word until I am through. Come
here, Ned Davis."
Davis promptly stepped up ond looked expect·ant.
"'fou, too, Howe."
.
Davis' part~er was quickly on the spot.
"Now then, you fellows staked out this claim
.- and were lucky enough to strike a pretty i'i'ch lode
here. Is that the case?"
•
"That's it exactly," was the reply.
"There were no stakes to be seen when you
came here?"
"No."
"All right, then. My decision is that the claim
belongs to you two men."
A cheer went up from some of the miners.
"Now then, about how much gold dust have you
,
taken out?"
"Maybe as much as six thousand dollars'
· worth," Davis answered, after thinking a moment.
''All right. I'll divide the gold, then. Half is
yours, Davis, and the other half is yours, How.e.
There! I reckon that will be about all, unless
there is some one here who takes exception to
✓
my decision."
"If there's any one here, just let him speak
out, an' I'll mighty soon fill him with lead," Cheyenne Charlie called out.
But the young deadshot raised a warning finger.
"Hold on, Ch,arlie. Nothing of the sort. Every.
man is entitled to his opinion. Just because some
:One doesn't agree with you doesn't mean that
they must be shot."
· "All right, then, I'll take that back/'
~ There were a few there who had been in favor
of Huffer, but they gradually came over, and the
result was that in about five minutes one of them
proposed three cheei:s for Young Wild West, and
it was given with -a will. Even the fellow who
had stuck to Huffer and his pard jo~ed in the
hurrahing. Fancy Farley waited until the cheering was done, and then he stepped over to the·
young deadshot arid putting out his hand, saicj.:
"Young Wild West, will you shake with a pro.
fessional card sharp?"
"Why, certainly. I honestfy believe I have
shaken hands with worse fellows than you, Farley."
•~ll right," and as the two hands met, Farley
looked wonderfully pleased.
"I consider it an honor to shake hands with a
fellow of your caliber. You are nothing but a boy
in years, but you have got a head on you that
beats anything I ever saw, even if it wa1> upon a
man of si:icty."'
"That's all right, Farley. Let it go at that.
I'm glad that you're satisfied with the way I have
settled the claim dispute."
"I am perfectly satisfied, though at first I sympathized with Huffer. It seemed to me that he
having owned the claim once that if anything
were found upon it it should belong to him. But
now I can see where I made a mistake. He left
it; abanlloning it, as you might say, and these two
men came along and worked it quite a little later
and were lucky enough to strike it rich. You made
(

.,

t~e. division all right, The gold should :h~ve been
divided equally between the two. I doubt if ther,.
is any one here who thinks you are wrong, unles;
it might be Huffer and Wilkins."
"There ain't no use ih us · sayin' anything, no
matter what we think," Wilkins. ventured.
"Better keep still," the scout declared, pointing
a finger at him warningly. "You ain't no good
an' 'neither is Huffer. Do you know what I'd do if
I wa• you two fellers? I'd jest hit the trail for . Deadwood as soon as possible. You ain't- wanted
here in Weston, anyhow."
"I reckon I wouldn't want to stay here very
long now, so it ain't necessary for you to give any
sich advice, Cheyenne Charlie," Huffer retorted
with sqme little spirit. "I'm goin' to git out of
here jest as soon as I kin, an' I don't want to
·
never see the blamed old place ag'in."
"Good! The dominee had better go with yer."
." Don't think for an instant that I care to remain in Weston any longer," .the little gambler
spoke up, somewhat sarcastically.
"Maybe you likee chuckee dicee for um bundled
aolee before you go," Hop spoke up.
"Maybe so, but I'm quite sure that Young Wild
West wouldn't permit such a thing to be done, so
what is the use of talking?"
"You are right on that, Mr. Jones," the young
deadshot said, smilingly. "Hop knows very well
that I wouldn't allow him to• do any more gambling while he is in Weston. But don't think that I
am anxious to drive you away. What Cheyenne
Charlie says doesn't mean me."
"But it means me all right, and I'm gofng."
"Very well, let it go at that, then."
The men who had been~called up as witnesses
now began walking away, and it was not long
before all had taken their departure with the exception of our friends. ·
"Now tl:en, gentl~.men," Wild said to Davis and
Howe, "you go right ahead with your work. I
reck?n you 'won't be troubled again. I wish you
nothmg but the best of luck, and will see you
again before we leave. We are going to stay in
Weston for the balance of the w~k, you know.
There is- no need of saying anything about Huffer
trying to kill you last night while·you were sleeping. While the villain is a fit subject for hanging,
it may be that he will derive a good lesson from
what happened and do a little better in the future. Let it go at that."
· The two men thanked him, and then Wild led
the way from the claim. Not only did Dan Huffer,
Wilkins and the two gamblers leave the •town, but
the villains who had assisted Huffer in trying to
hold possession of the claim went also. It is needless to say that Young Wild West and his friends
had a good time during their stay in Weston.
A dance was held in their honor, and everybody
·had a rousing old time; and when it came time
for them to leave to strike out for f'resh adventures and more excitement, the cheering they r~
ceived echotd from the hills. But Young Wild
West certainly had settled the claim dispute and
divided the gold.
Next week's issue will @ntain "YOUNG WILD
WEST AFTER THE TRAIL THIEVES; OR.
ARIETTA'S ROUND-UP."
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FAST MAIL FRANK

positon as an engineer on this road at full pay.
Understand?"
"Yes, sir."
THE BOY ENGINEER
"He can be a ssigned to Old 24."
"Very well, sir."
Or, Railroading .in the Wild West
"His companion, Joe Fox, is to be g~ven the
job of fireman in the cab Frank occupies, at full
I
pay."
.
By DICK ELLISON
"I'H attend to it, Mr. Livingston."
"As O'Hara has a certificate and heads the list
of applicants, his work goes into effect at once."
A Serial Story
"Anything else, sir?"
• CHAPTER VI.
"Nothing. You may all go."
"Mr. Livingston--" began Frank gratefully.
Caught By Lassoes.
"Not a word! G6l" exclaimed the old gentle•
·
And so saying, he led the boy away, and tliey man quickly.
The two delighted boys left the office with smilwere soon at Frank's boarding-house eating a
good meal with ravenous appetites, after which ing faces, and when they got outside they paused
·
they •went up to the young engineer's room, un- and gripped hands.
"?oe, my ambition is realized!" c.ried the young
dressed and went to bed. ,
·
On the 'following morning they huri-ied down engmeer.
"Well, by thunder!" gasped the stowaway.
to the railroad yard, and the first person they met
"This is ther best luck I've had since ther day
near the roung-house was Mr. Livingston.
"Hello, Frank!" exclaimed Mr. Livingston, shak- I was born. I'm stoker fer you, Frank. Justing hands with him. "You are just the one I wish think of· it, and on full pay, too!" and he let out
to see. Just step into the office a moment; I have a yell,-flung h_is cap in the air and danced a regu•
·
something important to say to you. Who is the lar breakdown. _
boy you have with you?"
The superintendent watched the two boys
1
"This is Joe Fox, the stowaway who fired for keenly.
me during that awful run last night, and he's a
"I've heard all about you fellows," said he at
man, every inch of him," the young engineer re- last, "and I don't think you got any more than
plied, as they hastened toward the railroad of- you deserved."
'
fice. "Mr. Livingston, the poor fellow rendered
"Thank you, Mr. Sanders, thank you," replied
you a great service. He. is out of work, and I Frank. "I am delighted, and more especially as
was going to ask you to give him a job as fire- I was given father's engine-the one I am so faman on the road."
miliar with. I don't believe Dan left a cent when
"We'll see. We'll see. -Joe, I wish to thank he was killed, and as the support of mother now ·
you . for your good conduct in my behalf. The falls on me, you can understand why I am so glad
speed with which that run was made, in the face that I have got an engine. Come on, Joe; we'll ·
of all those delays, brought me into Bison City in get Old 24 ready for the run }?ack to Newtown,
time to defeat my enemy, and I -am re•elected for we leave Bison City in an hour."
·
president of this railroad,. I only saved myself
And leaving · the superinte11dent, they hurried
by a narrow margin, too."
• over to the round-house and began to put the loThey passed into. the office and, leaving them comotive in order.
seated outside the railing, Mr. · Livingston went
Dick Rand, the conductor, and the entire train
into the directors' roQ_m.
crew· had been told about the boy's good luck; and
Nearly half an hour passed by; then a clerk every one of tpem stopped at the cab and had · a
came out, glanced at the two boys haughtily and ·pleasant word of congratulation for the two
demanded:
brave fellows.
"Are you fellows O'Hara and Fox?"
A train was made up, and at eight o'clock
"Yes, sir," replied Frank, with a nod.
Frank took his place at the throttle, and Old 24
"Then take off your hats, wipe your dirty moved out of the depot,
with Joe feeding the furshoes and follow me inside. The president wishes nace.
to see -&'OU."
The young engineer felt very proud as he stood
The two boys obeyed, and were led ba'ck in the
there guiding the big locomotive over the rails,
office.
In a room reserved for the president sat Mr. and ~he ski_llful manner in which he worked the
Livingston at a desk, and he glanced up over his machmery showed plainly haw familiar he wa~
with the engine.
·
eyeglasses at them and said:
There was a steep upgrad~ to the first stop at
"Tomkins, get out of here. I wish to speak
Golden Gulch, in the Big Divide of the Rocky
privately to these gentlemen."
A look of amazement crossed the face of the Mc;iuntains, and as the train pulled up at the minairy clerk, and as he saw Frank and Joe laugh- ing camp to take on the mail a gang of drunken
ing at him, he rushed out with a very red face, cowboys came galloping down the main street
.
and the superintendent .of the road · came into th.:: toward the depot.
room.
•
They were yelling like mad, and were discharg- .
"Phil Sanders," said the president to him, "do ing their revolvers in the air as they rounded up
you know Frank?"
·
.
before the Lone Wolf saloon close by.
"I am well acquainted with old Dan O'Hara's
Frank had alighiled with an oil-can in his hand
~-~"
to lubricate the bearings, when one of the cow.,Very well. It is my desire that he be given a boys caught sight of him.

.
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"Hey, thar!" he yefted . ."Put that oil-can on
head, youngster!"
The astonished boy glanced up at him and saw
that he was half drunk.
"Why should I do that?" he demanded spiritedly.
.
•
.
. " 'Cause I tell yer terl" roared the cowboy.
"Put it rittht up on yer head now, or, by thunder, .
I'll shoot 1t out o' yer hand-see?"
·
''You want to make a target of it, don't yet'!"
"None o' yer business wot I want ter do."
"Well, I won't pu~ it on my head for you or
any one else."
"Wot!" howled the cowboy, getting mad. "Y,er
won't obey orders, hey? Waal, we'll see whether
yer will or. not."
Bang! went his revolver, and a bullet went
through the can, letting some of the oil run out.
As quick as a flash Frank raised the can and let
it fly at the cowby. It caught him squarely in the
face, and the escaping oil flew all over him. He
let out a yell of pain and rage and, dropping his
pistol, he clapped his hand to his face.
"Helpl Help!" he shouted.
Over to him galloped the rest of the cowboys,
and an instant later an excited babel of voices
arose.
"Ther man will have ther hull gang after yer
in a minute!" Joe exclaimed -excitedly. "Get inter
ther cab-quick, Frankl"
"Hanged if I -will," replied the boy, stubbornly.
"I ain't afraid of them, -and I'm not going to

tremendovs yell arose from the rest •of the band,
and Joe leaped down from the cab and rari toward his friend.
"Let go, there, yer scoundrels!" he shouted, indignantly.
-But Frank had whipped out his pocket-knife
and, tearing open the blade, he gave a slash at
the lines holding him and severed them. Off ·w ent
the nooses from around his neck, and· aroused to a
pitch of rage such as he had never felt before,
he rushed toward the man ho had first roped him
and pulled him off his horse.
"You coward!" he cried. "It's one against a
dozen of your gang, but, by heavens, I'll show you
that I'm not a fool! ! Put up your fists and defend
yourself, tor I'm going to give you the worst
thrashing you ever had in your life!"
"Stand back, thar, pilgrim!" roared one of the
cowboys who had dismounted, and he made a grab
for one of the revolvers in a holster on his hip.
But before he could get hold of it, Frank's right
fist shot out and caught him in the ey4!'.
Down he went with a bang, and the blow hia
blow his head struck a stone knocked the senses
out of him.
"Shoot ther varmint!" roared one of the other
cowboys, as they all came tearing toward the
plucky young engineer.
. .
"Run, Frank, run!" Joe yelled, excitedly, as
he raced forward.
·
''Not a step!" cried the boy. "Fists don't go
here, so I'll use the same .weapons they are handrun."
ling."
"But our time's almost up-"
And he seized the fallen cowboy's revolvers,
"Whoop!" shouted the cowboy Frand had hit str.aightened up and, aiming at the gang, he be·wmi the can, and he whirled a lasso around his gan to blaze away just as Joe reached him all out
head, dug spurs in his broncho and dashed toward of breath. The first three shots winged two of
the locomotive.
the gang and surprised them so that they reined
"Look out, Frank!" warned Joe.
in their horses, then scattered.
Whiz I went the lasso through the ait, and the
"Gimme a gun!" cried Joe eagerly.
noose fell over ]i'rank's head and suddenly tight"Here it isl Now go for them!" panted FranJc,
ened around his neck. •
and like a whirlwind he rushed straight at his
"Whoa!" shouted the cowbpy to his horse, and foes.
The impetuous attack of the young engineer asit suddenly halted.
tonished the cowboys so much_that they scattered
"Bully fer you, Jack!"
and fled before him as if he were an incarnate de"Pull him out hyerl"
mon.
"6ood shot, boy!"
"We've got 'em on ther run!" shouted Joe,
"Choke ther galoot!"
The whole gang sltouied these remarks as they• gleefully. "Throw a few shots inter them, Frank,
came galloping toward their friend, and a cry of and we'll have 'em licked sure I"
alarm escaped Joe in the cab door. Around wheel•
ed the cowboy's horse. •
"Clear ther track, tharl" he roared, as the
broncho leaped ahead.
CHAPTER VII.
There came a fearful tug ,at thii lariat around
•
Frank's neck that almost pulled him ovei:, and
Under Arrest.
he had to run after · the cowboy or get choked to
death by the tight noose.
The shots fired by Frank brought nearly all the
"He means to drag me!" he muttered. "If I miners, gamblers and shopkeepers of Golden
don't get this rope off my neck I can see my fin- · Gulch into the street, and a roar of amazement
ish!"
escaped them when they saw the two boyS get the
Increasing his speed, he ran till the taut lariat cowboys on the run. Down the main street dashed
fell slack and, gathering it in, he loosened the the drunken cowpunchers; but Frank's temper
:noose. The whole yelUng gang came galloping af- was fast subsiding, and he shouted to Joe; "Let
t.er him, and two of them spurted ahead and them go. We can't catch the cowards. Besides_
ranged on each side of th'e boy. Just as Frank our time's up, and we've got to go ahead for NewID&de an attempt to lift the noose off his head, the town. There ain't a nian in .this mining camp whe
two cowboys let their lassoes fly. In an instant sympathizes with us. The quicker we gel throug)a
the boy was held by three lassoes, ~11 of which the Big Divide the better. There is Dick beckonJINlre pulling in a different direction. For an in- ing to us now."
llant Frank felt as if his doom were sealed. A • "Ther blackguards!" panted the stoker. "I onJw.
)'er
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hope we'll meet 'em agai~ some time. I'd like
"And so· he shall stay with us, if he cares ~•
ter even up ther chokin' tbey gave yer wit'h
"I'm sure I'd be only too glad," said the boy. .
their lariats. If they wasn't drunk, they wouldn't
''Then that's· settled/' said Frank. "And now, .
have been so fresh."
mother, I want to know if you a1;e aware who my ;Hurrying back to the depot, they met Dick and real parents were. Poor lJan was
just going to
the train . crew.
tell me all abo~t my early history when he was
"We were just going to go to your aid when shot.
you chased the cowboys," said the conductor. "The
"No," answered Mrs. O'Hara, a grave look setway they acted · was outrageous."
tling upon her kind, motherly face. ."I do not
·"I don't believe they'll fool with me again in a know anything about tlie matter
· Frank. Your
hurry," replied Frank, with a faint smile. "They father was the only one, and
be aiwdys -kept it a
got as good· as _they sent."
.
.
secret, even from me. I' can tell you this much,
He climbed mto the cab as he said this, and a though my boy: When you were but one
year old
minute later Old 24 went puffing away from the a carriage drove up to this
and a man in a
station and resumed her ,tri_p over the Rockies at long coat and slouched ·hat door,
stepped out with you
a high rate of speed. They reached Newtown at in }µs arms. Dan met him -at
the . door, took you
noon and, having housed his engine, Frank called from him, and after a few
words with the man, he
Joe and they started for Dan· O'Hara's cottage. · drove -1", and I've never seen
him since."
Th~ young . engineer thought he had a trying or"And you adopted me and brought me up?"
deal ahead, to break the news of the murder of
"Yes. I noticed that Dan always had more
Dan to his mother; but when he opened the door money from that time onward. Indeed,
every
he saw her weeping, and reali~ed that she already three months he got a sum,
and he once told me it knew the sad truth.
was money sent to pay for your keep. As he for"Oh, Frank! Fra nk!" she cried, as he folded bade questions on the subj
I never tried to pry
her in his arms. "Isn't it awful! I read about into the matter, as I sawect.
that your keep mea nt
poor Dan in the newspaper."
our prosperity."
.
·
"Don't worry; mother," replied the boy. "It
"And ai::_e those payments still made?"
wall the vile work of an assassin, but we know
"They were up to about a week ago, Frank."
who he is, and he will be brought to justice for
"You don't know who sends the money?"
his evil deed. It shall now be my duty to provide
"l haven't the faintest idea."
for you. I intend to take Dan's place in> this
"Well, it's very mysterious," said Frank. "It's
house. His last thoughts were of you, for he had pretty clear that somebody exists
who knows my
a feeling last night that something was going to history, and I am anxious t o solve
the puzzle.
happen to him."
Trouble is, I don't know how to go about it. If
"Frank, shall I ever· see him again?" she asked, my parents live, they evidently
don't want to be
earnestly.
troubled with me. Well, perhaps some day I may
"No," replied the boy, shaking his _head. learn w])o they are. In the
meantime I am very
"'Never. It is better for you to remember hrm a s well satisfied to go on looking
upon you as my
you last saw him in life. We left him in Bison mother. Indeed, were my real
parents
proclaim
City, and I there mad~ . ari:a ngements to h~ve themselves now, I would never ·desert toyou,
for I
llim interred. You .can visit his grave later on.
love you just as well as if I ,'{.e re of your own
"I will abide by what you say, my son. But I flesh and blood."
•
fear we may not be able to get along as well in
And he kissed her affectionately , and took Joe
the future as·we dia in the past. Your father got
good pay, you know, and your salary as a stoker upstairs to their cozy bedToom while.Mrs. O'Hara
went to prepare their dinner. After a good wash
is so small that--"
"Oh mother, cheer _up on that scor e. I meant and a change of clothing-;-for Frank had lent Joe
to tell 'you that Mr. Livingston, the railroad pres- money to buy decent garments-th ey went down
ident was so pleased .,w ith the way I ran the t r a in and sat at the table with the pld lady. Before
after' the--the accident to Dan that he has given their meal was finished, however, there came a
me father's place as the engineer of Old 24, at full knock at the door, and Mrs. O'Hara cried: ·
"Come in!"
pay and I am now running the locomotive.''.
The door was pushed open, and a stylishly-clad
'.'Splendid! Sp*ndid !" she cried, her eyes kindling with joy over the boy's good luck. "I am so tnan stepped in. He had gray hair, a shor t gray
glad for your sake, my son. Y ~u wer e always am- bea rd and dark, piercing .eyes, which he fastened
bitious to be a full-fledged engmeer , and now you upon the inma tes of the room in a keen, sea rchhave gained your most ardent wish. But her e, ing manner.
" Goot-afdernoon," said he, with a broad Gerwho is this young man you have with you?"
"Pardon me. I forgot t o intr oduce you, as I man accent. "Vas dis vhere Tan O' H ara used ter
was so engrossed with what we were ~peaking lief when he vas alife--huh ?"
"Yes, sir," replied Frank, rising from the t abie
of. He is Joe Fox , my stoker. J oe, permit me to
and eyeing the stranger suspiciou sly. "Is there
present you to my mother ."
a nything I can do for y9u ?"
The stowaway made an awkward bow.
"I'm pleased • to meet you , ma'am," said . he, •
"Mein peesness vhas mit his vife. Are you d('l:
voman, misses?" and he suddenly 'turned toward
smilingly.
Frank then told Mrs. O'Har a all about Joe, ✓ the widow.
and added:
"I am Mrs. O'Har a, sir."
·
"He is going to board here with us, mot her, if
"):ah. Den yust look dis baper over so you vir-h
,ou have no objections. Joe i~ 3: splendid fellow, ter found oud vot I vant mit you alretty," a'n<l .r.e
and as we are now chums, •it is no more than handed he1· a document.
"ght that we should live under ·the same roof.
e has no home, and is an orphan."
(To be continued.)
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MAH,

'SMALLES'l' MAN IN WORLD,'
DIES AT 88.
f Che Mah, midget who became wealthy t~rough
being exhibited as the "smalle~t m~ll i~ the
world " died ,at the age of eighty-eight m Chicago,
·M arch '21. He was twenty-eight inches in stature,
arid wore a queue thirteen feet long.
' Brought to the United States from the Islan(j of
Choo ·sang by the late P. T. Barnam in 1881, Che
Mah was for a · 1ong time in the employ of the
famous-showman. In 1890 he retired at Knox, Ind.
He is survived by a son, living in Brooklyn. ..
. Che Mah was married twice, both of his wives
having been Amei:ican. fys son,. born of ~he first
marriage is of normal size. "His first wife died
many years ago and, in 1921, he filed suit for
divorce from the· second on the ground of aban•
donment.

squirrels played tl'U?,nt from the ,
that in Regent's .Pjlrk they could
thrive and multiply in a free state, says "The
Mail." Now they have broken througn the . ring
of houses and.found their way into remote corners
of Kent, Sussex and other parts of the country.
•Those in the central colony at Regent's Park still
keep going, picking up a hand-to~mouth livtng ill
some mysterious way.
·
Their bright eyes and flashing; gracegul movements tempt many crumbs from children. Then
there are dried. seeds, as well as early shoots, to
nibble_just ~ow_. They also have been caught inthe act of diggmg up small bulbs, such as crocus
and daffodil. Soon there will be birds' eggs to
steal.
Raids on the bird tables spread by kindly folk
in their gardens are another source . of supplies.
One squirrel has been seen to burgle a- hanging
cocoanut intended. for the tits. There was a little
clever tight-rope work, some trickery with the
wire and the little thief had his head inside, gorging on the tough, · wbite meat.
In very severe weather, such as' we have just
experienced, grey squirrels· appear partly to
hibernate, solving their food . proolems , by prolonged slumber. There was not a specimen to be
seen in the park during the hard :frost anii thick
snow, but now there are plenty.
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CHORUS OF 6,000 WILL SING FOR
AUDIENCE OF, 200,000
A mighty chorus of five thousand voices will
commemorate in song the deeds of the patriots of
. the country, when on July 6 the Chorus of the
States and the Festival Chorus will sing before
President Coolidge and an audience of more than
200 000 at the Stadium in Philadelphia as one of
the 'features of the Sesqi-Centennial International
Exposition, to be hel'd f:i:om June 1 to December 1.
The plans for this elaborate musical program
as outlined by Dr. Herbert J. Tily, chairman of
the Music Committee, indicate that this chorus
will be the greatest ever heard in this countr;y.
Every state in the Union will be represented m
fuis assemblage.

AMERICAN SQUIRREL VIES WITH SP ARROW IN REGENT'S PARK
The steady increase in the number of American
~ey squirrels in London prompts a writer in
The London Mail" to say that the sparrows have
to .detach sentinels to halt the squirrels when they
sworn to nnd i, ui>sc rii>ed l>efore me this 2.'.ith day· of
1eek to raid food desired by the birds.
Marc il , 1026. Seym o ur '\V. Steiner. (My Commission
1
It is more than- twenty years since the first expires lllarch 30, 1926.)
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A SCOUT FAILS TO ACCOMPLISH
• HIS PURPOSE
On the 14th of ·April, 1867, I .left f ort Hays,
Kansas to carry a note 'to the men at Lookout
Station' nineteen miles away, telling them to be. ware o'f the Indians. The red villains had cut
loose all along the Smoky Hill route, and were
thirsting. for · blood. All the .stage stations, with
· one 01· two exceptions , were prepared for Indian
attacks-th at is, each station was garrisoned by
three men, armed with the best weapons, and 1:he
building was bullet proof. As~ further .se~,mty
the men dug for themselves a circular hole m the
ground, covered it over with timbers and earth,
and by •firing from ·the loopholes could st~d off
any number of Indians. This dugout had an underground pa ssage from the stable, and was always stocked with water and food.
. .
· Loo1cout Station was one of the exceptions.
Why a dugout had not been provided I don'.t now
recollect, but it was becaus&. of tlu~ negligence
that I was sent out from the fort. I was then
in Governmen t service as a scout, and was paid
for carrying my scalp to any point conv_enient
for the Indians to take it. Within fifty miles ef
Foi-t Hays there were at least 1,000 Sioux and
· Cheyennes on the warpath. Between the fort and
Lookout Station I might encounter a hundred. On
that day thir~ warriors had come within five
miles of the post, and indulged in yells of de1 fiance.
· I left the fort soon after dark, mounted on a
genuine Mexican mustang and armed ~ith a . sixteen-shoote r and a revolver . While , the direct
route was bad enough for any traveler, I bad to
plan f9r a worse ·one.
My only hope of getting through would be to
avoid the t r aveled line. I got well away, and
then took my bearings to 'keep a route about five
miles to the left ·of the stage road. This would
take me over some •very bad pieces of country,
but ··prudence commanded this polic~. . I . knew
when I .set out that I would be all mglit m the ·
saddle, as the ground would be too broken to pet·mit of a fast pace, and up to midnight, when I
had made a distance of ten miles in the right di rection the muitang had · scarcely broken his
walk. '1t came on pretty~dar k, with ugly clouds
drjving across -the s~y, an~ every few m~nut~s
there was a gust of wmd which had a_ w11,rmng m
it. · '\\Tbile all my senses were, keen and alert, I
depended much on my horse.
He had campaigned in Mexico, and would be the first to detect · " signs." It was about _midnight when he
suddenly stopped dead still and threw · up his.
head. That meant Indian;;.
The 11ext minute was an hour long. Then came ·
a gust of wind, singing and sighing_over the barren ' plains, and it brought to my ear the footfalls of horses. They came from the direction I
was headed, and would pass very near me. No
two dangers have the same situation. It might
hav-e been a good plan to dismount it and lead
my animal to the right or. the left~ I _j1:1dg.ed ·it
'best: to dismount and remam perfectly quiet. All
men who have s tudied the Indian will t.P.11 you
that his eye is quick to detect a moving object,
and that his sense of hearing is wonderfull y acute.
Even in the darkness they might see us moving,

and if the horse's foot sti:uck a stone, the sound
would .certainly reac'h them. The· company .of the
mustang was better than that of the oldest scou11
on the plains. I stood ,with onii hand. on his ,neck,
and he was as firm. as a rock. He realized the
penl .a s fully a,s I did, and I believe he _reasoned
something like · this :
,
"Those persons who are approachin g are Indians. The slightest n<>ise will betray us. We
must rema1n perfectly quiet in hopes they will
pass. If discovered, we· will · run for it."
In two minutes afte1' receiving the · first alarm
the first Indian was up with us, and not ovel'
thirty feet away. They were not riding in single
file, but by twos, threes and fours, with the evi;.
dent purpose of making as broad a trail as possible. I could see every pony and 'warrior, and
every instant I expected to· see some movement
to prove that we were discovered. The ponies
were on the walk, and there were forty-two Indians in the band. · I believe they were four or
five minutes in passing, and during every second
of this time, if my horse had lifted a foot.
champed his bit, or flung his head, the sound
would ha.ve betrayed us. It did not seem possible that we were thus to escape, and when the
band had finally disappeare d in the darkness, I
was not certain but there was some trick· behind
it. I climbed softly into the saddle, and let ·the
mustang pi,ck his own way, and it was a full half
hour before I was satisfied that we were not followed.
\
We soon got-into a very bad spot, cut up in all
directions with .g ullies and washouts, and our
progress was · slow.
The mustang naturally
picked out the -best route, and about an hour before dayiight · I suddenly discovered that we were
on the stage road. There were no coaches running then except at long intervals, when a strong
escort could be had, while the •Indians were riding
over the route at all hours. I dared not travel
it, but pulled off to the left again, and. as a consequence dayligbt came while I was yet a mile
and a half from the station. It was not yet fully
light, and I was settling myself in the saddle for
a gallop ,to the station, when I heard the yEjllS of
Indians in that di'rection. That settled it. They
were there before me, and my peril was now far
greater than that of the men I started out to
save; They were tliree in number, and had the
shelter of a stout log hut. _ I was alone and on
the open plains.
To have pushed on meant the loss of my scalp;
to attempt to return to Fort Ha·ys meant the
same thing. I had only a couple of minutes to
think, and there ·was only one chance of escape.
There was a big washout close at hand, and I led
the mustang into it, and made him lie down.
When I sat doWJl beside him we were concealed
from the sight of anyone passing a quarter of a
mile away, and: there we must put in the ·day
without food or water. I hadn't brought so much
as a • mouthful of meat with me, depending on
reaching the station by daylight, and there wasn't
a drol) of water wjthin a .mile -of us_. We were
scarcely settled down· before the station was vigorously attacked, and I estimated the number of
Indians to be not less than fifty. ·The three D1ell
were not surprised; though they had btu slight
warning. They were provided with sixteet1-sho oters and revolvers, and they returned the fire witb
vi~r.
·
'
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; The Indians -must have kv.own that this station was not provided with a dugout, for , they
had come prepared to burn it. The forage for
the stage horses had to be kept within, and its
inflammable nature gave the savages a pointer to
work on. It was an unfortunate thing, also, that
the lay of the ground gave them cover to creep .
up within bow-shot. For three or foqr hours
th~re was scarcely a lull in the firing, and during
the time. as was afterward asc~rtained, four or
five Indians were killed, and a still larger number
wounded. · when the _redskins realized that the
hut would be defended against their rifles they
sent men forward with prepared arrows, and in
the course of half an hour fired the building.
'J;'hen their yells were terrific. I could have seen
them by climbing to the edge of the washout, but
I feared to leave the mustang alone.
The three men cooped up had no show whatever
after the flames took hold. The Indians formed
a circle about the station, and it was death within
and without. It was ex_pected that the men
would rush forth when the heat became unbearable, and orders were issued to seek to take them
alive.
About noon the Indians prepar.ed to retreat,
and now a most curious thing happened. The
mustang had been very quiet, lying on his side,
and scarcely moving a leg. I sat by his head,
knife in hand, and fully determined to cut his
throat if he attempted to get up: I sat facing
' the west, and all at once heard the gallop of a
horse. Next moment an In~ian warrio_r appea;red
to view. He turned to the right to avoid the smk,
half encircled me, and ..disappeared in the east.
I saw him look me full in the face, but he came
and went so suddenly that I was dumb with ast-onishment. I supposed I was discovered, but the
thud of his pony's feet grew fainter and finally
died away in the east. With rifle in hand I crept
to the top of the sink, and I could see the savage
a mile away, Tiding to join a small band. I stood
looking after him, head and shoulders above the
sink, when seven other Indians} coining from the
west, passed me ·not over twenty rods away.
My heart stood still for the moment, for it
seemed that all were looking straight at me, but
they· galloped on after the other and left mf:l undisturbed. Several years later I met the one who
almost rode into the sink. Eis name was ManAfraid-of-the-W ater, and he assured me in the
most solemn manner that I niust have been dreaming, as he would have been certain to see even a
rabbit in the washout. I also met one of · the
other warriors, and he had the politeness to hint
that I must have been drunk. Still, ever~hing
happened just as I have describ"ed.
I gave the Indians an hour to get out of sight,
and then abandoned the sink and rode down to
the tastion. The house was still burning, and at
that time, as I could see nothing of the men, I
.aupposed they had been carried off. After I left
several settlers reached the spot, found their •bodies, and gave them burial. My mission was accomplished and my orders were to return to the
fort. Between me and the post was · a full band
of bloodthirsty Indians, . and an attempt at
progress in the daytime was foolhardy.
I secured water for myself .and the mustang,
and then struck off to the north for a mile and
descended into a dry gulch filled with sa~ brush.
Be.re was 1>retty fair shelter if we lay close, but

I _h ad not been · there five m~es when I discovered ·the corpses of four Indians, all still warm,
who had been killed in the fight. No attempt
had been made to bury them, but they were rolled
under the bushes, legs straightened out, arms
folded across tHe breast, and all their weapons_
left with them. On inspecting their rifles, which
were new, I made the discovery that the maker of
the weapons wanted to accommodate the savages
without doing the white folks any particular injury. The front -Sights were so far out of true ·
with the hind sights that no one could have hit a
cow ten yards off. Each one of the Indians had
received a ball in the breast, and each one was
of middle age.· I made a bundle of 'their weapons
to carry to the fort, and although fou.r corpses
are not pleasant company to one in hiding, I was
obliged to put up with them for the rest of the
day.
.
· Just before sunset seven Indians passed on the
stage road going west, and from the terrific pace
of th.e'ir ·ponies I judg::d they were after reinforcements. As 5iOOn as night bad fairly set in I led
the mustang out of the ravine and mounted and
set off, not daring to go near water for fear of
an ambush. I planned to keep to the left of the
r~d about a mile, and I got along without incident until about midnight. I was then riding at
.a lope, using eyes and ears to the best advantage, when the mustang suddenly stopped. It
could mean only one thing. I slid out of the saddle and put my ear to the ground, and after a
minute I heard human footsteps. They came from
t~e east, and I knew they were rr ·fa by a white
man having boots or shoes on. 1 ·stood at the
mustang's head, when out of the gloom of midnight a human figure walked directly up to· us. I
was satisfied that he was white, and uttered a
hist! which halted him scarcely five feet away.
He uttered a groan as he came to a stop, and I
softly inquired:
"White or. red?"
"White!" he eagerly answered.
.
It was a settler named George Robinson, 'whose
wife and children had been butchered and his
buildings burned. He himself had been wounded
by Indian bullets in the hand. Jmd shoulder, and
had been . three days trying to get to Fort Hays.
Pain and fright had so unnerved him that he lost
his bearings, and had t)l.e fort \leen only a mile
away he would have missed it. He was suffering
from hunger and thirst as well as his hurts. We
soon found water in a hole, and I spent half an
hour gettjng him in shape to ride. Then I took
the lead and he· followed on the mustang; and I
kept a pace which b1·ought us to the post just
after sunrise. We did n,ot see nor hear anything
to alarm us on the way. A fog came on just before daylight, and hung thickly over the country
until after sunrise. W & made the last three miles
under cover of this fog, and as we reached the
sentinel and were challenged the corporal who
came hurrying u1> gasped out:
"Good heavens! But how did you do it?"
"What?"
"Why, there are two hundred redskins around
us!"
•
The fog had no sooner lifted than the savages
were seen riding about, taunting and defying us.
We had come through their lines unharmed, never
suspecting how- close we were to· ca1>ture and
death.
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FROM EVERYWHERE
GEM-STUFFED POULTRY USED IN
Declaration of -Independence, which will be com· SMUGGLING.
memorated by the Sesqui-Centenni al International
Geese and chickens stuffed with precious stones . Exposition in Philadelphia, June 1 to December 1.
It has been estimated · that he saved the lives
and other valuables have been passing between
Leningrad, Moscow and other large cities il! So- of. at least 6,000 people in Philadelphia, and is
viet Russia as part of a regular smugiling- sys- said to have_treated as many as 100 persons in a
single day. In the midst of deaths in -his own
tem.
Eighteen smugglers were arrested for their f~mily and tl1ose ·of his friends, he kept going
part in the affair, which the authorities say has night 11nd day, sometimes fainting in the street
been going on for many months, yielding great from exhaustion.
· Benjamin Rush was descended from one of
profits.
Besides. precious stones, mother of · pearl and Cromwell's officers mho had come over to Amer·o ther merchandise of small bulk and considerable ica. He was graduated from Princeton College
when only sixteen years of ago, and a.fterward
consignments.
value were sent in the poultry
'
.
~<lied medicine in Edinburgh, London and Parts.
TESTING TROUSERS.
A;t the age of twenty-f-0ur Benjamin Rush ocHow many times cari a man sit down witho t
cupied the chair of chemistry in the medical
wearing out the seat of his trousers?
, A definite answer to this really important ques- school in Philadelphia, a member of one ·of the
iion now can be obtained in round numbers from youngest faculties that ever sat in professors'
a novel textile-testing machine devised by the chairs. Certain additions were made later to the
lJ:ai,ted States .Bureau of Standards to measure institution, the oldest medical school in the counand' durability of cloth used in making army uni- try, and it was finally merged in the University of
Pennsylvania.
forms, according to Popular Science Monthly. '
days
American
early
of
physician
eminent
This
cloth
of
quality
new
a
to
recently
applied
When
for army trousers, it was found that the wearer was well know.n as .an author and possessed a
could sit down 97,000 times before the cloth show- ·great talent for public discussion. Even while he
was a student in London he was an earnest deed the least _sign of wearing through.
fender of the rights of American colonists.
In the fifth year of his professorship he became
ALL-GLASS HOUSES.
Shall we all live in glass houses some day? A famous by his oration delivered before the Phil•
G. Shieds, an Ohio · inventor, claims to have foul\d osophical -Socit;tY ~n the nistory of . medicine
a way to make houses of glass, says Popular all?-ong the _Indians. He especially discussed the
•Science Monthly, at a cost 20 per cent. 'less than evils of the mtemJjerate use of intoxicating spirits.
which is probaJ:>ly the first instance of such a dis~
than of frame ones.
No paint, no plaster, no wallpaper. Soap and -cussion in Philadelphia.
~~e address did much to make him one of the
·water -would keep them clean and sanitary. For
privacy's sake the glass is opaque and can be made political leaders in the stirring times which were
to come. He was elected to the Provincial Confer1n any color.
Mr. Shieds's invention is a machine that makes . ence of Pennsylvariia, and was afterward elevated
·glass slabs three-eiglrths o:( an inch thick, thirty to Congi:~s, not lol}g before the ·passage of the
inches wide, and up to nine feet long. These are ~eclaratio1?- of Inde~endence, which he signed with
bolted to concrete foundations and screwed to a his father-in-law, Ri~hard Stockton, of Princeton;
whose daughter, Julia, he had married.
framework of wood.
Shortly afterward he received the appointment
of sur~eon-general of the lfnited States Army for
CITY UNEARTHED NEAR MOSCOW;
the Middle Department. After about six months
SHOWS STONE AGE TRANSITION
·
Russian archeologists have discovered on the he was made physician-gener al.
When ~en.i~min Rusb died in 1813, -a contem~
outskirts of Moscow the remains of an ancient
city, believed to date from the fifth century before po:r:ary paid hn;n the following tribute: "The senChrist, when stone tools were just beginning to sation throughout the whole country was intense-.
Ever ~one had heard of Dr. Rush, and ·a u that
be replaced bl,< m ~tal implements.
Many iron arrows, knives, glass bracelets, bone w:ere mteres_ted in 1;lledicine or ph:losophy, in comcombs and gold and silver jewelrr, were un- mon humanity or m the . honor of- their country
earthed. Several examples of primitive pottery f elt that they had lost a friend and · benefactor.';
bearing designs for textiles also were f.ouud.
The main occupation of the inhabitants, the
"Moving Picture Stories"
archaeologists say, was cattle breeding, huntin3'
·
A ·w eekl y lllngazlne Devoted to Photopbty8 and Plnyerll
having played a minor role.
Traces of an ancient Kremlin also wer e exPRICE TEN CENTS PER COPY
cavated_
Three St or ies of the Best .Films
BENJAMIN RUSH, SIGNER.
Much of the credit for stamping out the yellow
fever plague which ravaged Philadelphia in · 1793
111ust be given to that that distinguished physictan, Benjamin Rush, one of the sjgners of the

Each 11n mber <'ontains
o n t he S~<'n- EIPgu nt H a lf-t o ne Sef' n<>s from the Pla n ·
-;-Inter Ps1'!' g Art1clf' s Aho ut .Prominen t P <>o pJe in the
I• llm s- D_o in,.-s of 4-ct or s and Actress.,s in t he Studio a d
nc_,
L essons m Scenario Wr1tl ng,
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CURRENT NEWS
.7 5 TO BE 'YOUTHFUL AGE, SAVANT
ASSERTS
Men and women 100 years old will be active in
business and social' affairs by 2026, it is predicted
by Sir Kingsley Wood; Parliamentary Secretary
to the British Ministry of Health.
"In the next century there is no doubt in my
mind that the average expectation of life will be
a hundred years, and a person' of seventy-five will
be regarded as comparatively young," said Sir
Kingsley, who has recommended more physical
exercise for members of the House of Commons.
"Good. health and good temper go together," he
contended, , "and if the Members of· Parliament
took more exercise fewer members would be suspened and wild and e:r.:cited scenes . in the house
would disappear."
.GETS $900 COYOTE BOUNTY.
That is the bill that three ·nimrods took to t he
Orleans County Supervisor at Albion.
Three prairie wolves were killed by George
Hall of Altmar and Lewis McLean ·and· Adam
Norvich, both of Elba, in the Elba swamp near
the county line between Genesee and Orleans, N.
,
Y.
The price on the coyotes' heads was set by the
Orleans Supervisors, who last year ·had" to pay
$1-6,000 in claims to sheep owners whose flocks
were harassed by the coyote band. The sheep killers are descendants of a tame J)Air brought to this
section by an Indian woman several years ago.
The three hunter s were the first ·to be successful among the scores seeking the high bounties. ·
They have been hiding near a runway in -the
swamp each morning, and their patience was rewarded when a band of five passed quite close to
them.
SEES WORLD HUNGRY IN 100 YEARS
The world must. turn to science in its search
for food, said Dr. Samuel C. Prescott in a lecture at Cambridge, Mass.
Doctor Prescott, head of the department of biology at ~assachusetts Institute of Technol?gy,
said that unless new sources and more efficient
methods of production and preservation were
found or some method devised to synthetize foods
from abundant cheap materi~ls, the world would
face a food shortage in the next century.
He .predicted that the first great retrenchment
in the world's food supply would come in meat,
and that the present generation might live to see
a great proportion of its meat coming from the
Arctic region, with its reindeer and caribou, and
from tropical countries, where goats and some
type of cattle can be raised in large number s.
Soy beans,. peanuts and bananas may ~ome to
rank among the most important foods, consumption of fish will increase tremendously, and corn
will be used more generally as human food. Land
now used for cattle raising will be given over to
Intensive agriculture purposes.

HORDE OF ·.GIANT RATS DEFY CREW- 01,i'
BIG SUBMARINE
The U. S. S. V-1, the largest of the navy's
undersea vessels, which is at the submarine base,
New London, Conn., undergoing a series of availability tests, is.faced with the problem of ridding
·
itself of rats.
The craft recently returned to this country
from a 14,000 mile cruise in Southern waters.
during the course of which stops were made at
various Caribbean Sea and South American ports.
It was at one of these points that the rats succeeded in getting aboard the craft. They aTe of
the South American species, huge, long-tailed, up-·
turned .nosed rodents and they have multiplied
rapidly.
Officials are at a loss as to how to rid the .ship
of them. They cannot be poisoned, for they would
then crawl away to die in the remote parts of the
hull and in the partitions and it would be imposible to locate them. The rodents are wily creaof
tures and have refused to be lured into tra
various types which members of the cr ew have
set.
A clubbing party has been organizezd aboard
the craft and members of the crew make daily
sallies into the store-rooms and other compartments seeking out the rodents. Many of the ragi
have been killed in this manner, -but no appreciable inroads have been made in the colony.
SAW-KNIFE OF 1500 B. C . .IS UNEARTHED
The skeleton of an early Bronze Age man,
period between 1500 and 2000 B. C., with flint tools
permitting scientific classification of its antiquity,
has been discovered in the P eak district of Derby,
shire, England.
This discovery was made by W. Allan Milton of
the British Archaeological Society, and F. A.
Holmes "Fellow" of .the Royal Geographical Society, during excavations among the tumuli in the
Buxton neighborhood, and scientists regard it a
confirmation of earlier finds indicating the presence of pre-historic man in this district.
The skeleton was that of a man five feet seven
inches in height, and conforms to the peculiarities
of other known specimens of human races at that
period. Buried with the skeleton were some ancient tools, one a saw-knife three inches long and
3-4 inch wide, which experienced archaeologists
regard a s the best specimen of its kind yet found
in Derbyshire. One side of this implement is
pointed like a knife, and the other has twelve perfect serations. The sa w evidently was used to cut
through the flesh of animals and the k-nif e to pare
off the skin.
As some tumuli in the neighborhood have been
known to contain eighteen interments, Milton and
Holmes are continuing their search, and are in
hopes of unearthing pottery urns as the calcined
bones of the dead were buried in the Bronze Age.
The searchers have also found two Roman pottery
eating vessels and a d1·inking cup unearthed at
Sylvan Cliff, Buxton. The vessels are broken, but
can be easily be pieced together, and are pronounced fine specimens of Roman work.
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GOOD READING
KETTLE-DRUM. PIANO
In spite of his amazing dexterity, the kettledrum player in an orchestra needs even more
agility to play all that is demanded of him in
Professor Schneller, a
modern music scores.
noted kettle-drum player of the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, is coming to the rescue with a
kettle-drum piano that will operate eight drums
of varying pitch, says Popular Science Monthly.
Even the most modern orchestras have at most
four kettle-drums. With a piano keyboard arrangement the work of the drummer, it is claimed,
would be lessened greatly. . But would not the
admiration of tlie audience also disappear?
READING BY SOUND
,
: Teaching the blind to read by means of different shades of sound is a new and remarkable
method invented 'by Professor Rosing, an oculist
of Leningrad, Russia, says Popula r Science
Monthly. Eyery letter of the alphabet will be
expressed by a different sound. So far, sounds
have .been contrived for eighteen letters of the
alphabets.
· The sounds are used, too, to see objects. Ex.periments showed. it is claimed, that children
using the -sound apparatus were able to define
many articles in a room and recognize persohs
who were passing.
HUGE NEW . KENTUCKY DAM
On a site selected nearly 150 years ago by Daniel Boone as among "many excellent mill sites"
along Dix River, today stands the Dix River Dam,
the larg·est rock-filled dam in the world and the
highest of any kind east of the Rocky Mountains.
. The hydro-electric plant at the dam is the latest
unit in a nation-wide super-power transmission
systei_n. The dam impound_s a lake 31 miles Jong,
covermg 3,000 acres and with an estimated capacity of 100,000,000,000 gallons of water.
The genei:ators of the plant, three in number,
utilizing 540,000 gallons of water a minute when
running at capacity, develop 30,000 horsepower of
electricity at 13,200 volts. At a transformer substation nearby the current is raised to -6,000 volts
and transmitted to distributing stations in Kentucky, Indiana and Virginia. It cost $7,000,000.

INVENTIVE GENIUS ACTIVE IN
LAST TWENTY-FIVE YEARS
In the last twenty-five years, man has outstripped all other periods in the number and kind
pf his inventions and their practical application,
says "Popular Mechanics."
A quarter of a .century ago, no one had heard of the radio, submarines, war tanks, machineguns, airplanes and wireless telephones a s a rticles
of almost daily sel'Vice. The world then was
doubting Marconi and the little group of men who
believed in radio, while experimenters with airplanes were tolerated as amusing "cranks." Today, the roar of the mail planes daily is heard
over the route of the old Pony Express, armies
of the world fight in the air, and it is becoming
the ~eat highway for peace-time travel and
•ippmg.
MAN'S

Imp?rtant_ appli~ations and changes have been
made m ofd mventions. The reaper, for instance
was known nearly a century ago, but only in th~
last twenty-five years has it been combined with
the thresher. Motion pictures, relaying photographs by radio, the use of radium and the X-ray
'
are achievements of the present ~entury.
RICHARD STOCKTON, SIGNER
Thrown into the common prison in New York
by a band of loyalists, and treated with the utmost
se_verity during the Revolution, was the fate of
Richard Stockton, of New Jersey, signer of the
Declaration of Independence, to be commemorated
by the Sesqui-Centennial International Exposi•
tion in Philadelphia, June 1 to December 1.
At the directhm of Congress, General Washington remonstrated with General Howe, and Stockton was exchanged shortly afterward, but his
health had been permanently impaired.
The New Jersey signer was born near Princeton
in 1730. He was graduated from Princeton College, after which he studied Jaw. When he visited
Great Britain a few years later, he exerted himself esJ:?ecially to re~ove the ~revailing ignorance
regardmg the American colonies. For a while he
strove to effect a reconciliation between the colonies and the mother country and was silent for a
time in the opening debates on the question of Independence. In the end, he expressed concurrence' in the nnal vote and signed the Declaration.
'Richard Stockton's library, .one of the best in
the country, was burned by the British when they
occupied Princeton at the close of 1776, and bis
estate, called "Morven," in the suburbs of Erinceton, was devastated. The t>ortraits of the signer
and his wife were pierced with bayonets. By
these strokes of ill luck,• and by the depreciation
of Colonial currency, his fortunes were greatly
diminished and he was forced to obtain help from
friends.
/',.s an eminent lawyer who became Judge of the
Supreme Court of New Jersey, Richard Stockton
became · a valuable member of the Continental
Congress to which he was elected in 1776. He
signed the Declaration of Independence along
with his distinguished son-in-law, Benjamin Rush
of Philadelphia, who had married his daughter
,
Julia.
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OUR TEN-CEN_T HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They contain
,
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject.
No. 4L THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END lllEN"S
JOKE BOO'f{.-Co ntaining a great variety Qf the latest
jokes used l>y the most famous end men. No amateur
minstrels is' complete without this wonderful little book.
No.

42.

THE

BOYS

OF

NEW

YORK

.STUMP

Sl"EAKER.-Containing a varied assortment of stnmp
speeches, Negro. Dutch a.nd Irish. Also end men's jokes.
No. 44. HOW TO WRI'l'E IN AN ALBUM.-A grand
collection of Album Verses suitable for any timP and
occasion; embracing Lines of Love, Affection, Sentiment.
Humor, R espect, and Condolence; also Verses Suitable
tor Valentines and Weddings.
No. 52. HO\V TO PLAY OARDS.-A complete nnd
handy little book, giving the rules and full directions
for playing Euchre. Cribbage, Casino, Forty-five,
Rounce, Pedro Sancho. Draw Poker, Auction Pitch. All
Fours, and nrany othPr popular g11mes of cards.
Nu. 53. HO\V TO WRITE LETTERS.-A wonclPrful
little book. telling you how to write to your sweetheart,
your father, mother. sister, brother, employer; and in
fact everyl.Jody and anybody you wish to write to.
No. 55. How TO COLLECT STA.MPS AND COINS.-

Containing v,1 hrnll,le information regarding the collecting and nrrnngiug of stamps nnd coins. Handsomely
illustrated.

No. 57. HOW TO lllAKE MUSICAL INSTRIJMENTS.

-Full directions ho-w to make a Banjo, Violin , Zither,
Aeolian Harp, Xylophone and other musical instrument•;
together with a briet description of nearly every musical instrument used i11 ancient or modern times. Profusely illustrated.
No. 58. HOW TO Bl<: A DETECTIVE-By Old King
Brady, the well-known detective. In which hP lays
down some valuable rules tor beginners, .and also relates some adventnree of w~ll-known detectives.
No. 61. HOW TO BEOOJIIE A BOWLER.-A con,plete
manual of bowling. Containing full instruction s tor
playing all the st,rndard American and German 1,ames;
together with rules and systems In use by the prrncipal
bowling clubs.
No. &I. HO"\V TO lilAKE ELECTRICAL lllAOHINES.

-Containing full directions for making electrical machines, induction_ coils, dynamos, and many novel toys
to be worked by electricity. By R. .A.. R. Bennett. Fully
illustrated.
No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Containlng a large collection of instrqctive and hlghlj
amusing electric.al tricks, together with illustrations: By
A. Anderson.
No. 69. HOW .TO DO SLEIGHT-QF-HAND.-Contain•
Ing over 1\fty of the latest and be${ tricks u sed by ma·
gicinns. Also containing the secret ot second sight,
l<'ully illustrated.
·
No. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS WITH OARDS.
- Embrnci11g n il of the latest and most deceptive card
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Swinging a Lariat; or, Arietta and thtl Wild
Horses.
·
B 'giltn'!..Camp; or, The Shot that , Opened a
1
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1194 "
1195
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1196
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1197
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1198 "
1199
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1200
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1201
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l203
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l:!04
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1205
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1206
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1207

1208

"

"

1209 "
1210 "

tricks. with illu strations.
No. 78. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH NUMBERS.Showing many curious tricks with figure~ and the
magic ot numbers. By A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.

1211
1215
1212

"

Contaiuing full instructions for writing lettefs on almost any subject; a lso rules "for punctuation and composition, with specimen lettPrs.
No. 76. HOW TO 'l'ELL FORTUNES BY THE HAND.
- Containing rules for telling fortunes by the aid of
lines of the hand. or the secret of palmi stry. Also the
s~cret of telling future events by aid ' of mole, marks,
scars, etc. Illustrat~cl.

1213

"

1214

"

No. 74. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS OORRECTLY.-

No.

77.

HOW

TO

DO

FORTY

TRIOKS

WITH

CARDS.-Containing deceptive Card Tricks as performed by leading conjurPrs ancl magicians.
.
No. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.-ContaiJ?lng
complete instructions ho,v to make up for various
chariu;tPrs on the stage; together with the duties ot the
Stage l\iauager, Prompter, Scenic Artist and Property
MllN~. 80. ~us WILLIAMS' JOKE BOOK.-Contalning
the latest jokes, anecdotes and funny stories of this
wQrld-renowned German comedian.
No. 82. HOW TO DO l"ALllUSTRY.-Contalnlng the
most approved methods of reading the lines · on the
hand together with a full explanation of their meaning.
Also 'explaininl(' phrenology, and the key for telling
ch a ractPr hy thP bumps on the head. By Leo Hugo
Koch, A.C.S. E'ully illustrated.
For sale by all newsdealers, or wlll be sent to an:r
address on receipt of I price, l0c. per copy,
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1223 "
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"

1226

"

12211 "

0g

a:;sd ~heA~~~~sJ:g;: Mining Camp; or Arletta
8
Ousting the Outlaws; or, Tb~ Clean Up At
Fancy Flat.
and the Treasure of the Lake; or, Hop Wah'a
Magic Trick.
Bossing A Cattle Ra~ch; or, Arietta Cornered
By Rustlers.
Trapplnit the, Redskins; or, The Last Raid of
Crazy Horse.
.
8;hdot.the Cave Gang; or, ~rletta's Desperate
Lost In the Rockies; or, The Luck a Orlzzl:r
Brought.
Elected a Chief; or, Arietta and the Papoose.
and "Stln~Pr J'ack"; . or, The Bluff That
Wouldn't Work.
aG~~~e Tricky Trapper; or, Arietta After HII
Giving It Stralg-ht; or, The Worst Camp of AIL
Gunning for Gunmen; or, Ariella and the
Greaser Ruffians.
Surrounded· by Gold: or, A Treasure Worth a
million.
Baffling Death; or, A.detta and the Chasm.
and the Recklc,sg Regulars; or, Saving a Company of Cavalry.
~•B usting" a Show; or, Arietta a11d the ActrP.BL
Locating a Lode; or, The Orphans of Bowle
Bar.
and the Broncho Boss; or, Catching a <;:raft)'
Cattleman.
At Six Spot· Flat; or, The J'oke That Made a
Fortune.
Trapped by Grease.rs; or;- Arietta and tu
S,ecret Passage.
Government Contract; or, Arietta and the Pon,.
Express.
Big Round-Up; or, The Champion Roper of the
B. B. Ranch.
Twelve Shots; or, Arietta and the Raiders.
and the Golden Image; or, Lured to the Vallel'
ot Death.
Balking a Raid~ or, Arietta's Leap tor Libert,..
Hunting in the Sierras; or, Arietta and the
Cinnamon Bear.
Saving the Block-house; or, Arletta and the
Allies Ant.tack.
and the Redskin Traitor; or, The Siege in tile
Sand Hills.
Holding a Herd; or, Arietta's Fiery Race
and the Ten Cow-Punchers; or, Besting a BaC
Bunch.
·
Caught in a Cavern; or, Arietta'a Shot in ~
Dark.

ln money or stamps, by

Jror sale by all newsdealers, or win he eent to an:r ...
dree• on receipt ot price, 8c. per eop:r, Ill mOUJ'
or poataa:e • tamps b:r

· HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
166 West 23d Street
New York City

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
166 West .23d Street
New York Clla
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